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Abstract
Real-Time Communication Support in IEEE 802.11Wireless Mesh Networks
Author Thesis supervisor
Carlos Manuel Dias Viegas Prof. Francisco Vasques
Thesis co-supervisor
Prof. Paulo Portugal
The IEEE 802.11s standard has been proposed to specify a wireless mesh infrastructure
over traditional IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs), enabling the support
of wireless services for a wide range of applications through a multi-hop wireless relaying
infrastructure. With the increased popularity of wireless mesh networks (WMNs), there is
a current trend to deploy 802.11s-based WMNs in industrial environments, where real-time
(RT) control applications may benefit from increased communication performance. However,
the medium access control (MAC) mechanisms of 802.11s WMN standard present some
relevant impairments for quality of service (QoS) provisioning in multi-hop communication
scenarios, namely when the wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled non-RT traffic
sources. Therefore, one of the fundamental questions that must be addressed when setting-up
WMNs in industrial environments is: “How to guarantee the QoS requirements for RT data
when the wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources?”
Within this context, the main objective of this thesis is to provide means to mitigate the
MAC impairments on QoS provisioning, and, therefore, to support real-time communication
in 802.11sWMNs. Accordingly, this thesis presents a study of the state-of-the-art in the context
of RT communication support, pointing out the most relevant challenges and impairments for
QoS provisioning in 802.11-basedWMNs, as well as some of the proposed QoS solutions in the
literature.
Beyond this study, an extensive simulation assessment of the default MAC mechanism
of 802.11s WMN standard has been done, that demonstrates its inability to support RT
communication when the wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources.
The assessment results indicate that RT traffic is severely impacted by the presence of
non-RT traffic, suggesting that the MAC mechanism should be aided by resource reservation
mechanisms to fulfill the QoS requirements for RT traffic in WMNs.
For the simulation assessments performed within this thesis, the following assumptions
have beenmade: (i) the real-time communication environment is establishedwith a stationary
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topology limited by boundary wirelessmesh stations; (ii) the wirelessmedium is shared among
RT and non-RT traffic sources, in a fully-distributed channel access control; (iii) the network
utilization imposed by the interfering stations (i.e. stations transmitting non-RT traffic) is out
of the sphere-of-control of the MAC protocol.
In this sense, this thesis proposes a new resource reservation (RR) scheme to aid the
default MAC mechanism of 802.11s, to support RT communication in WMNs when the
wireless channel is shared with non-RT traffic sources. The proposed scheme, called mesh
resource reservation (MRR) scheme, reserves time intervals throughout an RT path, during
which the neighboring non-RT traffic sources are compelled to contend for the channel in a
slowdown contentionmode. The objective of this slowdown contentionmode is to alleviate the
surrounding interferences over the real-time communication. The effectiveness of the MRR
scheme has been assessed by a set of simulation experiments, and compared with other RR
schemes available in the literature. The results have demonstrated that, in general, RR schemes
are able tomitigate themost relevant impairments regarding the RT communication support in
WMNs. Besides, the MRR scheme is also able to efficiently control the impact from interfering
non-RT traffic sources in the mesh network.
Keywords: Real-time communication; Quality of service; Resource reservation; IEEE 802.11s;
Wireless mesh networks.
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Resumo
Real-Time Communication Support in IEEE 802.11Wireless Mesh Networks
Autor Orientador da tese
Carlos Manuel Dias Viegas Prof. Francisco Vasques
Coorientador da tese
Prof. Paulo Portugal
O padrão IEEE 802.11s foi proposto para especificar uma infraestrutura emalhada sem fios
sobre as tradicionais redes de área local baseadas no padrão sem fios IEEE 802.11, desta forma
ampliando o provimento de serviços sem fios para as aplicações através de uma infraestrutura
de encaminhamento de múltiplos saltos. Com a crescente popularidade das redes emalhadas
sem fios, atualmente existe uma tendência para a implantação de redes emalhadas baseadas
no padrão 802.11s em ambientes industriais, nos quais as aplicações de controlo de tempo-real
podem beneficiar-se de um desempenho melhorado. Entretanto, os mecanismos de controlo
de acesso ao meio do padrão 802.11s apresentam falhas relevantes no que respeita ao
provisionamento de qualidade de serviço em cenários de comunicação em múltiplos saltos,
nomeadamente quando o canal sem fio é compartilhado com fontes não-controladas de
tráfego não-tempo-real. Desta forma, uma das questões fundamentais que deve ser abordada
quando as redes emalhadas sem fios são implantadas em ambientes industriais é: “Como
garantir os requisitos de qualidade de serviço do tráfego de tempo-real quando o canal sem
fio é compartilhado com fontes não-controladas de tráfego não-tempo-real?”
Neste contexto, o principal objetivo desta tese é de fornecer meios para minimizar as
falhas dos mecanismos de controlo de acesso ao meio no que respeita ao provisionamento
de qualidade de serviço, e, assim, dar suporte à comunicação de tempo-real em redes
emalhadas sem fios baseadas no padrão 802.11s. Por conseguinte, esta tese apresenta um
estudo do estado da arte no contexto do suporte à comunicação de tempo-real, destacando
os desafios e as falhas mais relevantes para o provisionamento de qualidade de serviço em
redes emalhadas 802.11s, assim como também apresenta algumas das soluções de qualidade
de serviço propostas na literatura.
Além deste estudo, foi realizada uma extensiva avaliação por simulações do mecanismo
de controlo de acesso ao meio, por defeito, do padrão 802.11s, onde é demonstrada a sua
incapacidade em prover suporte à comunicação de tempo-real quando o canal sem fio é
compartilhado com fontes não-controladas de tráfego não-tempo-real. Os resultados da
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avaliação indicam que o tráfego de tempo-real sofre um elevado impacto causado pela
presença de tráfego não-tempo-real, sugerindo que o mecanismo de controlo de acesso ao
meio deve ser auxiliado por mecanismos de reserva de recursos para cumprir os requisitos de
qualidade de serviço do tráfego de tempo-real nas redes emalhadas sem fios.
Para as avaliações por simulação realizadas nesta tese, foram considerados os seguintes
pressupostos: (i) o ambiente de comunicação de tempo-real é estabelecido através de uma
topologia estacionária, limitada por estações de malha sem fios na fronteira; (ii) o canal sem
fio é compartilhado entre fontes de tráfego de tempo-real e de não-tempo-real, com um
controlo do canal totalmente distribuído; (iii) a utilização da rede imposta pelas estações
de interferência (ou seja, que transmitem tráfego não-tempo-real) está fora do domínio do
protocolo de controlo de acesso ao meio.
Neste sentido, esta tese propõe um novo esquema de reserva de recursos para auxiliar o
mecanismo de controlo de acesso ao meio, por defeito, do padrão 802.11s, a dar suporte à
comunicação de tempo-real em redes emalhadas sem fios, especialmente quando o canal sem
fio é compartilhado com fontes de tráfego não-tempo-real. O esquema proposto, denominado
Mesh Resource Reservation (MRR), reserva intervalos de tempo ao longo de todo um caminho
de comunicação de tempo-real, durante os quais as fontes de tráfego não-tempo-real na
vizinhança são obrigadas a competir pelo acesso ao canal em modo de abrandamento. O
objetivo deste modo é de diminuir as interferências circundantes sobre a comunicação de
tempo-real. A eficácia do esquema MRR foi avaliada através de um conjunto de experimentos
de simulação, e comparado com outros esquemas de reserva de recursos disponíveis na
literatura. Os resultados demonstraram que, em geral, os esquemas de reserva de recursos
são capazes de mitigar as falhas mais relevantes relacionadas ao suporte da comunicação de
tempo-real em redes emalhadas sem fios. Além disso, o esquema MRR é também capaz de
controlar de forma eficiente o impacto das interferências causadas pelas fontes de tráfego
não-tempo-real na rede.
Palavras-chave: Comunicação de tempo-real; Qualidade de serviço; Reserva de recursos; IEEE
802.11s; Redes emalhadas sem fios.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview
This thesis intends to be a contribution for the advance of the state-of-the-art in
real-time (RT) communication in IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh networks (WMNs). The
premise of RT communication support in 802.11s WMNs is the ability to provide
quality of service (QoS) support for time-constrained traffic. In this sense, this
chapter presents an overview of the research context of this thesis, focusing on
solutions for QoS provisioning in WMNs. The main challenges and impairments to
support RT communication in WMNs are discussed, supporting the motivation for
this work. Also, the objectives and major contributions for this thesis are outlined.
1.1 Research context and scope
Over the last few years, with the rapid growth of both Internet and wireless communications,
the IEEE 802.11 family of wireless protocols has become the dominant solution for wireless
local area networks (WLANs) implementations, due to its high performance, low cost and fast
deployment characteristics [1–3].
In typical IEEE 802.11 WLANs deployment, wireless stations are either connected to an
infrastructure (controlled by a central entity), or connected to each other forming an ad
hoc topology (characterizing a distributed control). However, the traditional interconnection
of multiple 802.11 WLANs rely on wired networks to carry out bridging functions. This
dependency on wired infrastructure is costly, inflexible, and limits the coverage area, since
the network cannot be extended beyond the backhaul deployment [4]. Moreover, centralized
infrastructures are inefficient to support peer-to-peer applications, and fixed topologies do
not provide redundancy on path selection, which inhibit stations from choosing a better
path for communication [5]. Furthermore, although the ad hoc mode allows peer-to-peer
communication, it does not provide any means to support multi-hop communication [6, 7].
Within this context, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged as a promising
technology for next generation wireless networking, delivering wireless services for a large
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variety of applications. WMNs are decentralized, easy to deploy, and characterized by
dynamic self-organization, self-configuration, and self-healing properties. In contrast to
single-hop networks, where usuallymost of the traffic is directed to and received from a central
infrastructure, WMNs, potentially, have no hierarchy. They provide greater flexibility, reliability
and performance when compared to traditional WLANs. These characteristics enable the
deployment of WMNs in several application domains, such as home, enterprise and industrial
networks, transportation and real-time systems, building automation, and metropolitan area
networks [8, 9].
In this sense, to overcome the limitations of mesh-like WLANs deployments, the IEEE
802.11s standard has been proposed to specify a WMN infrastructure over the traditional IEEE
802.11 WLANs. The IEEE 802.11s provides frame forwarding at medium access control (MAC)
level, and extend the network coverage through amulti-hop wireless relaying backbone, where
wireless nodes can relay traffic by traversing multiple hops throughout the network [10, 11].
Moreover, IEEE 802.11s-capable nodes are able to establish links with each other without being
assigned specific roles or relying on a central entity to configure the mesh. In general, 802.11s
WMNs are composed of: a) mesh routers, which are wireless nodes usually equipped with
multiple radio interfaces, working as gateways/repeaters relaying traffic and interconnecting
the network with other networks; and b) mesh clients, which usually have a single radio
interface, able to relay traffic, but without gateway functions [9].
Recently, motivated by the advantages of WMNs over the traditional WLANs, the
deployment of WMNs in industrial environments has become a research topic of interest. For
instance, in industrial automation systems, wireless devices are a viable alternative to replace
the current wired solutions, where real-time (RT) control applications may benefit from the
improved network scalability, flexibility and mobility properties enabled by WMNs [3].
In such environments, RT traffic (typically small-sized messages) must be periodically
transmitted among sensors, controllers, and actuators following strict transmission
deadlines [12]. Commonly, RT services are classified as soft or hard real-time services,
according to the deadline requirements of real-time applications. Soft real-time applications
can tolerate some deadline misses, where performance is degraded, but not compromised by
failing to meet the response time constraints. On the other hand, hard real-time applications
require predictable and bounded response times, and any violation of these response times
may lead to complete and catastrophic system failure [13].
The problem of real-time support consists of specifying, verifying and implementing
communication systems that have predictable behavior to meet the temporal constraints
imposed by the environment or by the user, even when the available resources are limited [13].
Real-time control applications usually are not resilient to delay and jitter constraints. In
this sense, to support time-constrained traffic in WMNs deployed in industrial environments,
real-time channels must be established according to specific traffic characteristics and to a set
of quality of service (QoS) requirements.
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The QoS term is referred as a set of service differentiation requirements to be supported by
the network while transmitting data frames. These requirements, often known as QoS metrics,
comprise throughput, delay, inter-packet delay variation (jitter), frame losses and deadline
misses. Different applications may have different requirements for QoS metrics according to
its traffic characteristics. The traffic characteristics comprise the identification of the traffic
types, such as being sensitive to delays and/or losses, or bandwidth intensive, and if they
comprise periodic or aperiodic tasks. This traffic characterization is important to provide the
appropriate handling according to its requirements. The required service differentiation can be
achieved by providing dedicated bandwidth for critical applications, controlling end-to-end
delay, jitter, frame losses and deadline misses, managing and reducing network congestion,
shaping network traffic to smooth the traffic flows, and/or setting transmission priorities
according to the traffic type [14].
The first attempt to support QoS in a standardized fashion was through the IEEE
802.1D specification for Ethernet-based local area networks (LANs), which defines a
protocol architecture for MAC-level bridges [15]. The 802.1D specification implements
a traffic-handling policy within bridged LANs, by providing guidance on mapping
user-application priorities into traffic classes. Traffic classes comprise multiple queues with
specific access delays. The goal of these traffic classes is to support time-critical traffic, such as
voice and video, by providing service differentiation according to the traffic type [16].
However, traffic classification by means of priority queues, by itself, is not enough to
support the required QoS for RT traffic in wireless mesh networks. QoS provisioning in WMNs
is far more challenging than in wired networks due to several difficulties associated with these
networks. The most relevant challenges and impairments regarding the QoS provisioning in
WMNs are summarized as follows [17–21]:
a) Error-prone wireless channels – The non-deterministic nature of wireless channels
make them unreliable, since, beyond the multi-path fading effects [22], the
communication is prone to interferences from other transmissions within the carrier
sense range. When considering amulti-hop communication scenario, this behavior has
a severe impact on the end-to-end communication, whichmay lead to link failures, path
selection issues, unpredictable delays, and may cause more frames to be dropped;
b) Multi-hop communication – Despite the advantages enabled by multi-hop
communication, it has severe impact over the throughput capacity, since the network
throughput quickly degrades as long as the number of hops increase. Moreover,
multi-hop scenarios exacerbate the hidden and exposed terminal problems. The
hidden terminal problem occurs when a station is able to receive the signal from two
different neighbors, but those neighbors cannot detect the signal of each other. On
the other hand, exposed terminal problem occurs when a station is prevented from
transmitting due to a neighboring transmitter. The hidden terminal problem is known
to degrade the throughput due to collisions, while the exposed terminal problem
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results in poor performance by wasting concurrent transmission opportunities [23].
Furthermore, the current medium access control schemes of 802.11-based networks
have been designed to single-hop scenarios, therefore they are not well-suited for
multi-hop scenarios, specifically when dealing with concurrent channel access;
c) Lack of centralized control – The wireless stations access the channel in a distributed
manner in WMNs. There is no centralized entity taking the responsibility of controlling
channel access, to allocate dedicated resources or to disseminate reservation control
information. This may lead to the difficulty of calculating and guaranteeing delay
bounds required for real-time communication, where the stations must take decisions
based on a local view of the network resources, resulting in potential inaccuracies;
d) Channel access contention and collision resolution – As the wireless channel is a shared
resource and there is no central entity to control it, the nodes must contend for channel
access opportunities. The channel access in 802.11-based wireless networks relies on
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), where nodes must
listen before transmit. However, two nodesmay sense the channel idle at same time and
start transmitting simultaneously, resulting in a collision. Whenever a collision occurs,
a non-deterministic backoff timer is employed for collision resolution. This collision
resolution approach affects the fairness in channel access, the network throughput, and
is also prone to unpredictable delays. Moreover, the MAC schemes of 802.11-based
networks present a priority inversion problem, where high-priority traffic may face
longer backoff times than low-priority traffic, this way delaying access and degrading
the QoS for high-priority traffic, therefore favoring the channel access to low-priority
traffic;
e) Limited resources availability – Due to the wireless communication properties,
resources such as bandwidth and energy are limited. Moreover, most of the devices
used in WMNs deployments are commonly equipped with a single radio interface,
limiting the network communication capacity to single channel only. In single channel
deployments, channel access opportunities may be scarce under high traffic loads,
leading to increased delays and frame losses. Multi-channel capability allows tomitigate
these issues by allocating different channels for communication, therefore alleviating
the traffic load and increasing the performance [24];
f) Nodes mobility and dynamic topology – Nodes in WMNs may possibly move, leading
to path failures, increased communication delays due to the reassociation process,
and also causing QoS assurance violations. For instance, data sessions that have
been admitted based on a certain level of available channel access time, may be
starved of transmission opportunities after the reassociation. In addition, nodes may
move to the carrier sense range of another nodes, thereby causing interferences, and
increasing channel access delays, and transmission errors. Furthermore, due to energy
constraints, battery-powered devices may randomly have their battery exhausted,
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leading to topology changes, and possibly requiring the renegotiation of QoS metrics;
g) Network heterogeneity – Mesh routers may considerably differ from mesh clients in
terms of mobility and radio capabilities, and resources availability. Moreover, there are
multiple traffic types, having different characteristics (e.g., size, deadline, generation
distribution) and QoS requirements;
h) Path selection and links formation – Control frames are used for the purpose of
multi-hop path discovery and selection, and links formation in WMNs. By default,
the MAC mechanisms handle these control frames equally to data frames in terms of
transmission priority, i.e. they are subject to channel contention, collisions, queue
delays, and also interferences from concurrent transmissions. The lack of an adequate
service differentiation for control frames leads to communication performance issues,
such as path selection and links instability, and also increased end-to-end delays;
i) Multiple QoS requirements – Applications may have different QoS requirements, such
as low jitter, increased throughput, reduced frame losses and strict deadlines, making it
difficult to develop a unique QoS solution to meet all the requirements at once;
j) Network size – A higher number of nodes in the network generates a significant
overhead related to themesh discovery, formation andmaintenance, whichmay impact
on the overall communication performance, such as increased end-to-end delay and
frame losses, and reduced throughput capacity.
The aforementioned challenges and impairments have motivated the quest for QoS
solutions in wireless mesh networks. Although some of the problems have been addressed
by the QoS models proposed in the literature, many of the impairments remain unresolved.
For instance, the increasing popularity of IP-based networks, specially driven by the
evolution of Internet applications, such as streaming video and voice over IP (VoIP), motivated
the search for adequate means to provide service differentiation in addition to the best effort
service (i.e. themost common traffic delivery service provided in IP-based networks). The best
effort service does not provide any bounds on delay, since all packets have equal transmission
priority, and the network is not able to provide any packet delivery guarantees [25, p. 26, 107].
Seeking to enable the end-to-end QoS provisioning in IP-based networks, the internet
engineering task force (IETF) has defined the integrated services (IntServ) [26] and
differentiated services (DiffServ) [27] architectures. The IntServ follows a signaled-QoS
model, in which the end-hosts announce their QoS requirements to the network, while the
DiffServ follows a provisioned-QoS model, in which multiple traffic classes with varying QoS
requirements are provided by the network elements [28].
However, when considering mobility in wireless mesh networks, neither IntServ nor
DiffServ are able to adequately deal with mobile nodes. In IntServ, resources previously
reserved to links along data paths may not be available wherever the mobile node may roam.
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Likewise, in DiffServ, the service agreement level previously negotiated may be violated while
the mobile node is moving, resulting in degraded QoS provisioning [25, p. 281].
Regarding the IEEE 802.11s WMN standard, the major difficulty to provide QoS guarantees
is related to the inefficiency of medium access control (MAC) mechanisms. The IEEE 802.11s
adopts the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) scheme as themainMACmechanism,
which relies on CSMA/CA to control the channel access, with a backoff scheme for collision
resolution. EDCA provides traffic differentiation by means of four transmit queues with
different priorities (derived from the user-application priorities of 802.1D). Despite the EDCA
has been widely studied in the literature, where several research efforts targeted its evaluation
regarding QoS provisioning capability [29–34], and some enhancements regarding contention
issues [35–39], it still presents relevant impairments related to the channel access contention
and collisions, unfair channel usage, andpriority inversion on channel access under high traffic
loads [40–42].
Moreover, IEEE 802.11s specifies an optional MAC mechanism called MCF controlled
channel access (MCCA), which operates alongside EDCA on channel access control. MCCA
has been proposed as a collision-free and guaranteed channel access for QoS-aware traffic
during reserved periods. MCCA allows mesh stations to access the channel during predefined
intervals with lower contention parameters. This way, the stations transmitting prioritized
traffic experiences no competition from other stations on channel access. However, despite
the increased communication performance, the MCCA scheme is not mandatory to all mesh
stations. It might be used by a subset ofmesh stations, where the communication performance
may be affected by the channel contention of non-MCCA mesh stations [43, 44]. Moreover,
the MCCA was designed to only perform reservations among adjacent mesh stations (i.e.
single-hop reservations), and therefore, by default, it is not able to provide end-to-end QoS
guarantees, being restricted to per-link QoS provisioning.
Recently, the IEEE 802.11ae [45] and 802.11aa [46] amendments have been proposed to
improve QoS provisioning capability of IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer. Commonly, control frames
used for the network management are transmitted in the same EDCA priority queue as data
frames, and therefore they are subject to queue delays and collisions. Seeking to alleviate
these impairments, the 802.11ae introduces the QoS management frame (QMF) mechanism,
which specifies the directives of service differentiation for control frames. Under the QMF
policy, specific control frames are defined to be transmitted at different EDCA priority queues.
For instance, control frames related to QoS signaling, (re)association process, beaconing,
congestion control, path selection, and others, are transmitted in the voice queue (highest
priority), while someminor control frames related to probing andmesh control are transmitted
in the best effort queue.
Regarding the 802.11aa, it introduces a set of mechanisms for robust audio–video
streaming. Themechanisms target the improvement of the transport ofmultimedia streams by
introducing a stream classification service, which aims at providing intra-queue prioritization,
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a management scheme for cooperative sharing of the medium among APs that operate in the
same channel and that are able to receive frames from each other, and a group addressed
transmission service, which provides an efficient way to transmit multicast traffic to a group
of stations.
Despite the improvements provided by both amendments to the 802.11MAC sublayer [47],
they still do not address the problemof unpredictable channel access delays due to contention,
and also do not specify any means to control the interferences from concurrent transmissions.
Within this context, most of the aforementioned impairments on QoS provisioning in
802.11s WMNs are related to the inability of MAC mechanisms to support efficient channel
access control. Although collective efforts of multiple layers of 802.11 protocol stack for QoS
provisioning, the MAC sublayer is the most important among them, since it is responsible for
channel access control and network resources management, which are key part to provide
QoS guarantees. Moreover, the MAC sublayer handles the additional challenges for QoS
provisioning, such as service differentiation, minimum delay and jitter guarantees, fairness
management in channel usage, bandwidth allocation, and path selection.
This way, to support real-time communication in WMNs it is necessary to provide
additional means to improve the medium access control mechanisms. For this purpose, the
MAC mechanisms of 802.11s WMN standard must be aided by robust QoS solutions, such as
resource reservation, admission and congestion control, rate adaptation and multi-channel
capability.
Resource reservation consists of ensuring that real-time traffic may obtain the required
network resources to meet its QoS requirements. RT traffic may benefit from the reservation
in advance of dedicated links and channels, bandwidth, and channel access opportunities
through time slots allocation. Reservations may help to maintain the required upper bounds
for delay, jitter, and ratios of frame losses and deadline misses. Moreover, resource reservation
schemes are able to mitigate the unpredictable channel access delays, to reduce the collision
probability, and also to provide fairness in channel usage.
Resources can usually be reserved by QoS signaling [48, 49], in which the stations
explicitly negotiate the QoS parameters by exchanging control frames for the purpose, by QoS
routing [24, 50, 51], in which dedicated paths or channels are reserved for RT transmission,
and by MAC scheduling [52–54], in which time slots or bandwidth are reserved and scheduled
according to the QoS requirements of RT traffic.
Commonly, resource reservation may be coupled with admission control in order to
improve resource management throughout the network. Admission control aims to estimate
and control the state of the network resources, and thereby to decide which application
data message streams can be admitted without harming the reserved resources of previously
admitted message streams. Admission control may employ traffic policing and shaping
schemes to limit the amount of incoming traffic in the network according to a certain
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profile [55]. Often, admission control may be based on bandwidth estimation [56–58], and
link transmission cost [59].
Other elements such as the rate and congestion controls can also be operated in an resource
reservation scheme. They can tune traffic volume in order to alleviate the issue of medium
contention, to reduce interferences, to guarantee a fair channel usage, and also to prevent
the starvation of network resources [18, 60]. Moreover, wireless mesh nodes equipped with
multiple radio interfaces may benefit from the communication through multiple channels,
where dedicated channels may be assigned to different radio interfaces in order to achieve
efficient channel utilization, and minimize the contention periods and interferences [24, 61].
Within this context, this thesis investigates QoS provisioning techniques for real-time
communication support in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. To mitigate the impairments related to the
MAC mechanisms of 802.11s, this thesis proposes a resource reservation scheme, to deal with
interferences in single channel WMNs, and to provide the required prioritization for real-time
traffic. We consider a real-time communication environment, with a stationary topology
limited by boundary wireless mesh stations. The incoming traffic is set to respect a set of
QoS requirements defined by the real-time streams characteristics, such as periodicity (pi ) and
deadline (di ). The default medium access control (MAC) mechanism of 802.11s is aided by the
reservation of time slots throughout the RT communication path, during which it is employed
a slowdown contention policy able to reduce the surrounding interferences.
1.2 Objectives andmotivation
The general objective of this thesis is to contribute for the advance of the state-of-the-art in
real-time communication support inwirelessmesh networks (WMNs), by studying, developing
and evaluating efficient approaches for QoS provisioning in IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
Its main objective is to propose an efficient resource reservation scheme to support
real-time communication in 802.11s WMNs. The purpose of resource reservation is to
reserve network resources for time-constrained applications at mesh stations throughout the
communication path, seeking to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees. Resource reservation
schemes help tomitigate the unpredictable channel access delays, and to provide the adequate
means to improve the communication reliability, by reducing the impact of interferences upon
real-time communication.
As complementary objectives of this thesis, we highlight the following:
To highlight new research directions through a comprehensive overviewof the challenges
and impairments in the field of QoS provisioning and RT communication support in
802.11s WMNs;
To provide the major findings of an assessment of EDCA mechanism, highlighting the
limitations to support RT traffic in multi-hop scenarios;
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To provide useful insights for the design and implementation of robust QoS schemes
that improve the MACmechanisms in WMNs, targeting the support of time-constrained
traffic.
As motivation for this work, we highlight the following:
The impairments related to the RT communication support in WMNs, such as the
lack of a central infrastructure to control the channel access, unpredictable channel
access delays due to contention, the multi-hop communication characteristics, and the
interferences caused by concurrent transmissions;
The inability of medium access control (MAC) mechanisms of 802.11s to provide
adequate means for end-to-end QoS provisioning in multi-hop scenarios, when the
wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled traffic sources;
Most of the QoS solutions currently proposed in the literature still do not address
relevant impairments for QoS provisioning in WMNs. For instance, adequate means to
efficiently deal with interference of uncontrolled traffic sources in the network are still
lacking.
These challenges and impairments have been the main motivation to propose a new
resource reservation scheme to support RT communication in IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
1.3 Research questions and hypothesis
The research hypothesis foreseen for this thesis is that the support of RT communication
in IEEE 802.11s WMNs is possible through improved QoS provisioning techniques. This
hypothesis is supported by the following fundamental research questions:
Research question 1: How important is QoS provisioning for real-time communication
in IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh networks (WMNs)?
QoS provisioning is a premise to support real-time communication in WMNs. QoS
schemes provide the adequate means to mitigate the challenges and impairments
related to the interferences and channel access control inWMNs, and to guarantee QoS
requirements for real-time traffic, such as low end-to-end delay, jitter, and reduced
ratios of frame losses and deadline misses.
Research question 2: Which are the main challenges and impairments to support
real-time communication in IEEE 802.11s WMNs?
The main challenges and impairments to support real-time communication are
related to the inability of medium access control (MAC) mechanisms to efficiently
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control the distributed channel access, and to provide the required QoS guarantees for
time-constrained traffic in multi-hop communication scenarios. These impairments
are responsible for the unpredictable channel access delays, and also for degraded
ratios of frame losses and deadline misses, which severely impact on the real-time
communication performance in WMNs.
Research question 3: Which are the adequate means to improve the efficiency of QoS
provisioning in 802.11s WMNs?
The MAC mechanisms should be aided by robust QoS schemes to improve the
efficiency of QoS provisioning in WMNs. Robust QoS schemes comprise resource
reservation, admission and congestion control, rate adaptation and multi-channel
capability. These schemes are able to improve the communication performance
and reliability, by effectively mitigating the impairments and guaranteeing the QoS
requirements of real-time traffic.
Based on these questions, we state that it is possible to improve the QoS provisioning for
real-time communication support in IEEE 802.11s WMNs by aiding the MAC sublayer with the
implementation of an adequate set of resource reservation schemes.
1.4 Methodology
The methodology adopted for this work is basically composed by the following three steps:
1. Literature review;
2. Assessment of the RT communication behavior of IEEE 802.11s WMNs standard;
3. Design and evaluation of a resource reservation scheme;
4. Assessment of the proposed resource reservation scheme, when supporting RT
communication in 802.11s WMNs.
The literature review consisted of the study of the state-of-the-art in the context of real-time
communication support and QoS provisioning in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. The objective of this
study was to understand the characteristics of the current solutions available in the literature,
and to identify the existing requirements, challenges and impairments. According to the
literature review, themain impairments regarding theRT communication support inWMNsare
related to the MACmechanisms performance issues on multi-hop communication scenarios.
In this sense, seeking to evaluate the communication performance of the EDCA scheme (i.e.
the main MAC mechanism of 802.11s), we devised and assessed a set of simulation scenarios.
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These scenarios comprised an 802.11swirelessmesh network, where a set of nodeswas defined
to transmit real-time data streams, while another set was defined to transmit non-real-time
data (i.e. interference traffic). The simulation experiments were performed using the network
simulator 3 (ns-3) [62]. According to the simulation results, it could be observed that the RT
communication behavior is severely affected by the presence of non-RT traffic sources. The
EDCAmechanism, despite specifying service differentiation, is not able to adequately separate
the higher priority traffic from the traffic transmitted at lower priority classes.
Motivated by the inefficiency of EDCAmechanism, we devised, implemented and assessed
a resource reservation (RR) scheme to alleviate the impairments regarding the support
of time-constrained traffic in 802.11s WMNs when the wireless channel is shared with
uncontrolled traffic sources. This RR scheme, called mesh resource reservation (MRR),
operates in theMAC sublayer of 802.11s by aiding the EDCAmechanismwith the reservation of
time intervals for channel access with reduced surrounding interferences. The effectiveness of
the proposed scheme was assessed through an extensive set of simulations using the ns-3, and
its performance was compared with the standard EDCA and MCCA MAC mechanisms, and
also with another resource reservation scheme available in the literature, called distributed
end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time (DARE) [52].
1.5 Research contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the proposal of the mesh resource reservation
(MRR) scheme. The MRR scheme is a multi-hop RR scheme proposed to support real-time
communication in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. This scheme is able to provide end-to-end QoS
guarantees for real-time communication by reserving time intervals throughout an RT path, in
which the RT traffic experiences less interferences. The effectiveness of the MRR scheme was
demonstrated by an extensive set of simulations, where the results shown that it is possible to
alleviate the impact of interferences upon real-time communication inmulti-hop scenarios by
means of resource reservation.
As a whole, the main contributions of this thesis were:
A comprehensive study of the state-of-the-art on QoS provisioning in IEEE 802.11s
WMNs, in which the main challenges and impairments to support real-time
communication are identified and discussed. The major results from this study were
published in: [63][64];
An extensive evaluation of the capability of EDCA mechanism for QoS provisioning
in WMNs, in which were demonstrated by simulation the impairments on supporting
real-time communication, and also someuseful hints are given on setting up the network
parameters for improved communication performance of 802.11s WMNs. The major
results from this work were published in: [40][41][42].
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The proposal and evaluation of MRR scheme, as well as a comparative assessment with
MCCA and DARE schemes, regarding the support of RT communication in IEEE 802.11s
WMNs. The results of this evaluation have been submitted for publication in: [65].
1.6 Thesis outline
Beyond this introductory overview, the remainder of this thesis is organized in five additional
chapters, as follows:
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the IEEE 802.11sWMN standardization. An introduction
to 802.11s standard is given, with a brief description of physical (PHY) specifications, and
a more detailed description of medium access control (MAC) mechanisms. This overview
provides the fundamental background for the work proposed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents a published book chapter [64] which discusses relevant aspects of
RT communication support in 802.11-based wireless mesh networks. Relevant work on QoS
provisioning is reviewed in the chapter, and some useful insights and future research directions
related to the topic are discussed.
Chapter 4 presents a published paper [42] which assesses the IEEE 802.11s WMN standard
regarding the RT communication support. The objective of this assessment was to evaluate
the performance of EDCA mechanism to support time-constrained traffic when the wireless
channel is sharedwith uncontrolled traffic sources. Through simulations, a set of real-timedata
streams were defined, and several communication scenarios with different interference loads
were assessed. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis of the network configuration parameters
was performed, in order to provide useful hints on setting the channel contention and routing
parameter values, aiming the reduction of interference impact upon RT communication. This
assessment is of paramount importance to the design of new MAC schemes targeting the RT
communication support in IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
Chapter 5 presents a paper submitted to a peer-review journal [65], where a new resource
reservation scheme is proposed to support RT communication in 802.11s WMNs. The
proposed scheme performs end-to-end reservations of time intervals, during which the
neighboring stations of a real-time path contend for the channel in a slowdown contention
mode. The objective of this scheme is to reduce the surrounding interferences over the
real-time communication in order to meet the QoS requirements. The effectiveness of the
proposed scheme is assessed through an extensive set of simulations, and it is compared with
the MAC schemes defined by IEEE 802.11s and also with another resource reservation scheme
available in the literature.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents the final considerations about this work, and some future work
directions are also discussed.
CHAPTER 2
Background
This chapter provides the required background for this thesis, regarding the
description of IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh network (WMN) standard. Initially,
Section 2.1 presents the IEEE 802.11s WMN specification, by describing its main
features and the elements related to the mesh formation and management. Since
the IEEE 802.11s defines a layer 2 mesh infrastructure over the traditional 802.11
wireless local area networks (WLANs), it adopts the same physical (PHY) layer
specification and MAC sublayer architecture of IEEE 802.11 standard. Thus,
Section 2.2 presents a brief overview of the IEEE 802.11 PHY specification, and finally,
Section 2.3 presents the main functionalities of MAC mechanisms, and discusses
their QoS provisioning properties and limitations. Although the 802.11 family of
standards has several amendments to its specification, this chapter is focused just on
those related to quality of service (QoS) support andwireless mesh networks (WMNs).
2.1 IEEE 802.11s wirelessmesh networking
The IEEE 802.11s standard specifies a wireless mesh network (WMN) infrastructure over the
IEEE 802.11 WLANs. The objective is to extend the coverage of traditional WLANs by using a
multi-hop wireless relaying backbone, and to allow the support of a larger diversity of wireless
technologies. In traditional 802.11-based WLAN, an extended service set (ESS) is formed by
a group of basic service sets (BSSs) interconnected through a wired distribution system (DS)
based on IEEE 802.3 Ethernet. The way how the BSSs are interconnected leads to a poor
scalability and increases the network costs.
The 802.11s wireless mesh networks enable the interconnection of multiple BSSs via a
wireless DS, this way supporting a higher number of nodes, and thereby increasing the network
scalability. Essentially, an 802.11s WMN is composed of several interconnected mesh stations
(STAs), forming a mesh basic service set (MBSS). Each mesh STA may operate as a host (mesh
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client) or as a router (mesh STA), relaying frames on behalf of othermesh STAs thatmay ormay
not be within the transmission range, or may not have mesh capabilities. Figure 2.1 illustrates
an example of an 802.11s WMN and its elements.
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Figure 2.1 Elements of a IEEE 802.11s WMN.a
Regarding the example of Figure 2.1, several mesh STAs form an MBSS. Some mesh STAs
have additional access point (AP) capabilities. A mesh STA AP collocated with mesh gates
allows the interconnection of 802.11 legacy stations belonging to BSSs with the MBSS. For
instance, although not being in the direct transmission range, the clients of BSS B are able to
communicate with those of BSS G, via mesh APs B and G. Some other mesh STAs, in particular,
canwork as gateways between theMBSS and other 802-based networks (e.g. 802.3 LAN). These
gateways, referred as portal nodes, enable the extension of themeshnetwork coverage, and also
allow the interconnection of MBSS with one or more DSs. For example, client H may benefit
from the access to Internet services through portal C, or clients of BSS C can access the printer
server in an 802.3 LAN.
To enable all of thosemesh capabilities, a set ofmodifications and functionalities have been
introduced with the 802.11s specification. The next subsections present a detailed description
of that set.
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2.1.1 Addressing andmesh frame format
In order to enable multi-hop functions at the MAC sublayer, the IEEE 802.11s specification
extends the original 802.11 frame format to support up to six MAC addresses [10]. The six
addresses enable the support of communication amongmesh stations and non-mesh stations,
i.e. stations outside MBSS are allowed to participate in the mesh communication through a
collocated mesh STA with portal functions (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Example of end-to-end communication in 802.11s WMN.b
The six addresses are defined as follows:
1. Addresses 1 and 2 define the receiver address (RA) and transmitter address (TA),
respectively;
2. Addresses 3 and 4 define the mesh destination address (mesh DA) and mesh source
address (mesh SA), respectively. The mesh SA and mesh DA are the addresses of mesh
gate STAs which are connected to the non-mesh STAs;
3. Addresses 5 and 6 define the destination address (DA) and source address (SA) of
end-points in the communication, respectively.
Currently, 802.11 categorizes frames as data, control, or management. Data frames carry
higher-layer data. Control frames are used for acknowledgments and reservations. Devices use
management frames to set-up, organize, and maintain a WLAN and the local link. To enable
mesh functions, 802.11s extends data and management frames by an additional mesh control
field (see Figure 2.3). This mesh control field is included in the frame body, and consists of a
mesh flags field, a mesh time to live (TTL) field, a mesh sequence number, and alternatively
a mesh address extension field. The TTL and sequence number fields are used to prevent the
frames from looping forever [5]. When mesh stations communicate over a single-hop, their
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frames do not carry the mesh control field. The mesh flags field indicates the presence of
additional MAC addresses in the mesh control field. The address extension allows for a total
of six address fields in a mesh frame.
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It is worth noting that the address extension field allows for the addition of three addresses,
rather than just two. The rationale for this is that standard management frames have three
addresses only. Hence, in the case of multi-hop mesh management frames, address 4 is
included in the mesh control field rather than in the standard frame header [5].
2.1.2 Mesh network establishment
The mesh establishment is performed by a station that passively or actively scans for existing
mesh basic service sets (MBSSs). On passive scanning, a station passively overhears beacon
frames transmitted in the neighborhood. On the other hand, on action scanning, stations
actively sends probe requests and waits for probe responses. During the scanning phase,
frames exchanged among stations must contain a mesh profile, in which MBSS formation
attributes are specified. According to the scanning results, the stations should join any existing
MBSS or creates a new one.
After finishing the scanning phase, the station (STA) shall establish peer-links with
discovered mesh STAs in the neighborhood. A peer-link is required for direct communication
among mesh STAs. Any discovered mesh STA is considered a candidate peer mesh STA for
the intended MBSS. A candidate peer mesh STA is only admitted as mesh STA when the mesh
peeringmanagement (MPM)protocolmanages to establish peer-links among threemesh STAs,
at least.
The MPM protocol is responsible to establish, manage and tear down mesh peer-links.
Three special mesh peering frames are used for the purpose: mesh peering open, mesh
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peering confirm and mesh peering close. Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of a mesh peering
establishment between a candidate station and a mesh STA which is member of an MBSS.
MBSS
t
STA A
Mesh
STA B
802.11 link
Mesh link
Figure 2.4 Mesh peering establishment procedure.
In the Figure 2.4, STA A is requesting to STA B the ingress on the MBSS. The peering
establishment procedure starts with STA A sending a mesh peering open frame to STA B,
requesting a link. A retryTimer is triggered in case of confirmation absence from STA B.
Upon reception of open frame, STA B sends a confirmation to STA A through a mesh peer
confirm frame followed by a mesh peer open. A confirmTimer is triggered, which is used to
indicate if a confirm frame was received by STA A. Then STA A, upon reception of confirm
and open frames from STA B, sends a final confirm frame to STA B to finish the mesh peering
establishment.
During the establishment procedure, if any STA disagree with the link formation, or if there
is any failure during the data frames transmission, the mesh STA tears down the peer-link by
sending amesh peering close frame. When a close frame is sent, a holdingTimer is triggered to
indicate that a peer-link must be closed.
2.1.3 Mesh path selection
The path selection on 802.11s WMNs is performed by the hybrid wireless mesh protocol
(HWMP). HWMP combines reactive (on-demand) path selection with extensions to enable
proactive (tree-based) path selection. The reactive mode is based on the ad hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) routing protocol, which allows mesh STAs to communicate in a
peer-to-peer basis. In the proactive mode additional tree building functionality is added to
the reactive mode.
HWMP uses MAC addresses as a layer 2 forwarding protocol. Thus, HWMP is able to use
enhanced metrics than the hop count, such as radio-aware metrics, being the airtime link the
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default HWMP metric. The airtime link metric is proposed for basic interoperability among
IEEE 802.11s devices, and it reflects the amount of channel resources consumed during a
test frame transmission over a particular link. The path with the smallest airtime link metric
is considered to be the best forwarding path [66, pp. 133–136]. The airtime link metric is
computed as follows:
Ca =
[
O+
Bt
r
]
·
1
1−e f
, (2.1)
where O is a constant overhead latency that varies according to the PHY specification in use,
Bt is the size of a test frame (1,024 bytes), r is the data rate inMbps used by themesh STA while
transmitting the test frame, and e f is the measured error rate of test frame [10].
During the path discovery process, eachmesh STA in the network contributes to themetric
calculation by using management frames to exchange routing information. The management
frames are composed of information elements with specific purposes. Five information
elements have been defined for HWMP operation, as follows:
1. Path request (PREQ): used for discovering a path to one or more target mesh STAs,
maintaining a path, building a proactive (reverse) path selection tree to the root mesh
STA, and confirming a path to a target mesh STA (optionally);
2. Path reply (PREP): used to establish a forward path to a target and to confirm that a target
is reachable. The PREP is issued in response to a PREQ;
3. Path error (PERR): used for announcing an unreachable destination;
4. Root announcement (RANN): used for announcing the presence of a mesh STA
configured as root mesh STA. RANN elements are sent out periodically by such a root
mesh STA;
5. Gate announcement (GANN): used for announcing the presence of a mesh gate in the
MBSS.
2.1.3.a Reactive path selection
In the reactive or on-demand mode, the path discovery process is only initiated when a mesh
STA needs to find a path to a destination. In this case, the originator mesh STA broadcasts
PREQ elements containing the destination address. Mesh STAs in the neighborhood, upon
PREQ reception, create or update their path information to the originator, and propagate the
PREQ element to their neighbors until reaching the destination mesh STA. If the destination
is in the list of targets for that PREQ, the destination mesh STA sends a unicast PREP back to
the originator. During the PREP transmission, the intermediate mesh STAs create a path to
the destination upon PREP reception, and also forward that PREP to the originator. Once the
originator receives the PREP element, the path with the intended destination is established.
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The condition to update an existing path relies on the HWMP sequence number (SN)
and the airtime link metric information sent in PREQ, RANN or PREP elements. Upon a
PREQ/PREP/RANN element reception, the mesh STA checks the current path to destination
and if it has lower HWMP SN and/or metric values, it is updated with the information from the
current received element.
2.1.3.b Proactive path selection
In the proactive mode, additional tree building functionality is added to the reactive mode. A
mesh STA is configured as the root of a path tree (formally rootmesh STA), which is responsible
to coordinate the path selection. Two mechanisms are used to proactively disseminate the
mesh root STA information across the MBSS.
The first method relies on proactive PREQ elements to create a path among all mesh STAs
and the root mesh STA. In this method, the root mesh STA periodically broadcasts PREQ
elements to themesh STAs in the neighborhood. Upon reception of a PREQ, amesh STA creates
or updates its forwarding information to reach the root mesh STA, updates the metric and hop
count of the PREQ, records the metric and hop count, and then transmits the updated PREQ.
Thus, the distance vector to root can be disseminated to all mesh STAs in the network.
The second method relies on RANN elements to distribute the path information for
reaching the root mesh STA, but no forwarding information is created. The root periodically
broadcasts RANNelements to allmesh STAs. The information contained in the RANNelements
is used to disseminate path metrics to other mesh STAs to reach root mesh STA, but the
reception of RANN does not establish a path. Upon reception of a RANN, each mesh STA that
has to create or update a path to the rootmesh STA sends an individually addressed PREQ to the
root mesh STA via the mesh STA from which it received the RANN. When the root receives this
PREQ, it replies with a PREP to the mesh STA. Thus, the individually addressed PREQ creates
the reverse path from the rootmesh STA to the originatormesh STA, while the PREP creates the
forward path from the mesh STA to the root mesh STA.
Moreover, the GANN element is used to announce the presence of a mesh gate in the mesh
BSS. Gate announcements allow mesh STAs to discover such a mesh gate and, if necessary,
to build a path towards it. This process is similar to the RANN in its logic and behavior,
announcing the gate instead of the root.
2.2 IEEE 802.11 PHY overview
Currently, the 802.11 family of standards comprises seven over-the-air PHY specifications,
where all share the same layer 2 protocols. The first IEEE 802.11 standard (legacy) was
proposed in 1997 and it specifies the PHY andMAC layers tomeet the requirements forWLANs
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standardization. Three specifications for the PHY layerwere initially defined: frequency hoping
spread spectrum (FHSS), direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and infrared, reaching data
rates of up to 2 Mbps. The first two specifications operate in the 2.4 GHz industrial scientific
and medical (ISM) unlicensed frequency band, while the latter uses the infrared band with
wavelengths ranging from 850 to 950 nm. However, the data rates achieved by these first PHY
specifications were rather limited, therefore conditioning their usage for applications which
demanded higher data rates.
In 1999, seeking to improve the data rates of the legacy standard, the IEEE working
group introduced two new PHY specifications, namely the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b.
The 802.11a operates in the 5 GHz frequency band, based on orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) with BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAMmodulations, reaching data rates
of up to 54 Mbps, whereas the 802.11b operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, based on
high rate direct sequence spread spectrum (HR/DSSS) with complementary code keying (CCK)
modulation, reaching data rates of up to 11 Mbps.
While it was expected to use either standards depending on the data rates required by the
applications, theWLANmarket based on 5 GHz band was not fully utilized due to the high cost
of radio frequency (RF) implementation in the early 2000’s [67]. On the other hand, there was a
demand for even higher data rates at 2.4 GHz frequency band. Thus, in 2003, the IEEE 802.11g
was released as an extension to the 802.11b specification. This newextension uses the extended
rate PHY OFDM (ERP-OFDM) with the same modulation techniques of 802.11a, reaching data
rates of up to 54 Mbps in 2.4 GHz frequency band. The 802.11g was widely accepted by the
market, where for some time it was regarded as the de facto standard to implement wireless
networking.
With the widespread of broadband Internet services, an increasing demand for even higher
data rates has not ceased. Thus, in 2009, the IEEE 802.11n specification was proposed
to maximize the network throughput capacity. This specification operates in both 2.4 and
5 GHz bands, based on single-user multiple-input/multiple-output (SU-MIMO)-OFDM. The
MIMO technique allows a single radio channel to support the transmission of multiple
data streams [68]. It is worth noting that the previous PHY specifications relied on
single-input/single-output (SISO) technique, which allows the transmission of a single data
stream. Beyond the capabilities offered by MIMO, the communication speed can be increased
by doubling the channel width from 20MHz to 40MHz, thereby enabling devices to reach data
rates of up to 600 Mbps. Moreover, the 802.11n introduces frame aggregation properties to
the MAC sublayer, and defines the block acknowledgment scheme as mandatory. The core
idea behind aggregation is that by forming an aggregate frame, the overhead and channel
contention delays are reduced. Currently, the 802.11n standard is themost capable in providing
higher data rates at 2.4 GHz RF band.
Following the trend of maximizing the network throughput, the 802.11 working group
started the very high throughput (VHT) study group to create even faster wireless
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Table 2.1 Comparative chart among IEEE 802.11 PHY specification.
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networking [69]. In 2012, the VHT group introduced the multi-gigabit 802.11ad specification
operating in the unlicensed RF band of 60 GHz, with four wide channels of 2,160 MHz each.
In contrast to the 802.11n, which is based on MIMO, the 802.11ad is based on SISO technique.
802.11ad defines a single carrier modulation (for low-powered devices) with BPSK, QPSK and
16-QAM coding schemes, reaching data rates of up to 4.620 Gbps, and in addition it uses
OFDM with BPSK, QPSK and 64-QAM modulations, reaching data rates of up to 6.756 Gbps.
Despite achieving higher data rates, the signal attenuation at 60 GHz is very high, and typically
cannot penetrate walls, therefore restricting the application of 802.11ad standard [70]. Key
applications of 802.11ad are point-to-point and outdoor applications using highly-directional
antennas.
Due to the RF limitations at 60 GHz, in 2013, the VHT study group has introduced
the IEEE 802.11ac specification, operating at 5 GHz RF band, and based on multi-user
multiple-input/multiple-output (MU-MIMO) OFDM. MU-MIMO enables better spatial reuse
by allowing the signal transmission and reception from multiple devices in the same RF band
simultaneously. The communication throughput is increased by using channel width of 80
MHz, which doubles the size of the spectral channel over 802.11n. Moreover, for even higher
speeds, the specification defines wider channels of 160 MHz. However, due to the limitation
to find contiguous 160 MHz spectrum, the standard allows for a 160 MHz channel to be either
a single contiguous block or two non-contiguous 80 MHz channels (80+80 MHz) [69]. The
802.11ac is able to reach data rates of up to 6,933 Mbps when using up to eight spatial streams.
Currently, the 802.11ac standard is elected as a potential successor of 802.11n.
To summarize the previously described 802.11 PHY specification, Table 2.1 presents a brief
comparison among IEEE 802.11 standard characteristics.
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Driven by the rapidly increasing demand for high data rate services and usage in a spectrum
of application areas, the IEEE 802.11 standards are compelled to evolve in order to meet
the performance requirements in terms of spectral efficiency, coverage, latency, and energy
efficiency [71]. Thus, newer specifications are continuously being devised to meet these
performance requirements in a near future [72].
2.3 Medium access control
The medium access control (MAC) sublayer provides addressing and channel access control
mechanisms that allow communication among devices in a shared medium. A MAC
mechanism works as a scheduling algorithm which allocates the channel to stations during
specific periods. The IEEE 802.11 family of standards defines a set of MACmechanisms, which
can be classified into distributed mechanisms, which do not rely on any central infrastructure,
and centralized mechanisms, where the channel access is coordinated by a central entity [11].
As an amendment to the 802.11 WLANs, the IEEE 802.11s WMN standard adopts the
same PHY and MAC specifications, with additional functions to the latter. The MAC sublayer
architecture of IEEE 802.11 comprises four coordination functions:
1. Distributed coordination function (DCF): required for contention services, being the
basis for all other coordination functions;
2. Point coordination function (PCF): required for contention-free services;
3. Hybrid coordination function (HCF): required for parameterized QoS services;
4. Mesh coordination function (MCF): required for controlled mesh services.
A representation of MAC sublayer architecture is depicted in the Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 IEEE 802.11 MAC architecture.d
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2.3.1 Distributed coordination function
The distributed coordination function (DCF) is the fundamental MAC mechanism of IEEE
802.11. It relies on the CSMA/CA technique for channel access. The CSMA starts with a station
sensing the medium before transmitting (carrier sense). If a station willing to transmit senses
the medium idle for at least a DCF interframe space (DIFS) period, it can start transmitting its
frames, and all other stations must wait until the medium becomes idle again. Otherwise, if a
station senses the medium busy, a backoff period is initiated by that station to avoid collisions.
This backoff period determines how long a stationmust wait before sensing themedium again.
The backoff period is a uniformly distributed value between zero and the size of contention
window (CW). At each unsuccessful transmission, this period is increased by (2×CW+ 1),
growing exponentially until reaching the maximum CW value. Once a station has started its
backoff period, it is decremented at each slot time. If the medium becomes busy again during
the backoff period, all the stations performing backoff pause the countdown procedure. The
paused backoff is resumed only when themedium is sensed idle again for a DIFS period. Thus,
a station is only able to transmit frames when its backoff period reaches zero.
In addition to the backoff scheme, the CSMA/CA may optionally be complemented by the
request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) control frames (see Figure 2.6), in order to reduce
frame collisions introduced by the hidden terminal problem. The hidden terminal problem
occurs when a station is able to receive the signal from two different neighbors, but those
neighbors cannot detect the signal of each other.
When a transmitter needs to send data, it requests the medium by sending an RTS control
frame andwaits for a response from the receiver in formof a CTS control frame, which confirms
the idle medium. If a CTS frame is not received after an RTS frame, the transmitter starts a
backoff period.
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Figure 2.6 RTS/CTSmechanism example.e
Upon receiving RTS/CTS frames, the stations in the neighborhood set their network
allocation vector (NAV). This NAV is a timer during which the stations in the neighborhood
abstain from transmission, enhancing the protection of the requested transmission.
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Regarding the QoS provisioning, the DCF scheme has some limitations. It only provides
best effort services, where the packets are simply discarded when the queue is full. Moreover,
there are no traffic differentiation schemes to separate traffic according to its priorities. Under
high traffic loads, the DCF presents considerable performance degradation, since all the
stations must compete for the medium with the same priority [73].
2.3.2 Point coordination function
The point coordination function (PCF) is an optional MAC mechanism that uses a polling
scheme controlled by the point coordinator (PC) operating at the access point (AP). The PC
is used to determine which station is assigned the right to transmit. This mechanism can only
be used in infrastructure network configurations, where stations are connected to the AP. The
PCF function controls the medium access during the contention free period (CFP), where the
PC sends contention-free-poll (CF-Poll) frames to each station, one at a time, to give them the
opportunity to transmit, and alternates with the contention period (CP), where the DCF takes
control.
Despite its specification in the 802.11s standard, the PCF mechanism has not been
commercially implemented. Therefore, we opt to not detail the PCF functionalities. Moreover,
regarding theQoS support, the PCF is not able to handlemultipleQoS requirements of different
traffic types, because it defines only a round-robin scheduling algorithm. Furthermore, the AP
contends for the channel access with the same priority of other stations in order to transmit
the beacon frame, causing delays, and, thereby, decreasing the network performance [73, 74].
2.3.3 Hybrid coordination function
The hybrid coordination function (HCF) was introduced by the IEEE 802.11e specification. The
IEEE 802.11e has been developed to introduce traffic differentiation at MAC level, motivated
by the impairments of DCF and PCF regarding QoS provisioning. HCF comprises two new
medium access mechanisms which combine aspects of DCF and PCF with improvements
to provide service differentiation: the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA), which
is a contention-based mechanism proposed to enhance the DCF, and the HCF controlled
access (HCCA), which is a controlled access mechanism proposed to enhance the PCF. The
coordination of both mechanisms is performed by the hybrid coordinator (HC), operating at
access point [11]. Moreover, the HCF introduces the concept of transmission opportunity
(TXOP), which is an interval during which the stations have the opportunity to transmit data.
The TXOP concept aims to solve the transmission timing issues and unpredictable delays, by
improving the medium usage fairness.
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2.3.3.a Enhanced distributed channel access
The enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) mechanism provides service differentiation
by classifying multiple traffic flows into access categories (ACs). Four access categories
are defined, in which frames of different traffic types are mapped according to the QoS
requirements. These ACs are derived from the eight user priority (UP) levels introduced by
IEEE 802.1D specification [15], and consist of background (BK), best effort (BE), video (VI) and
voice (VO) traffic classes (see Table 2.2).
Table 2.2 User priority mapping according to access categories.
Priority UP 802.1D designation
Access
category
Designation
Lower 1 Background (BK) AC_BK Background
y
2 — AC_BK Background
0 Best effort (BE) AC_BE Best effort
3 Excellent effort (EE) AC_BE Best effort
4 Controlled load (CL) AC_VI Video
5 Video (VI) AC_VI Video
6 Voice (VO) AC_VO Voice
Higher 7 Network control (NC) AC_VO Voice
To understand the mapping presented in Table 2.2, we need to consider the types of
traffic that are associated with each access category. In descending priority order, these types
include [16, 75]:
Network control (7): both time- and safety-critical, consisting of traffic needed to
maintain and support the network infrastructure;
Voice (6): time-critical, characterized by less than 10 ms delay;
Video (5): time-critical, characterized by less than 100 ms delay;
Controlled load (4): non-time-critical, but loss sensitive, such as streaming multimedia
and business-critical traffic; typically used for applications that require reservation or
admission control;
Excellent effort (3): also non-time-critical, but loss sensitive; for best-effort services
delivered to the most important customers;
Best effort (0): non-time-critical and loss insensitive. This is the most common service
provided by traditional networking;
Background (1): non-time-critical and loss insensitive, but of lower priority than best
effort; includes bulk transfers and other data transfer that are permitted on the network,
but that should not impact the use of the network by other users and applications.
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For each AC, an enhanced variant of DCF mechanism, called EDCA function (EDCAF),
contends for TXOPs using individual contention parameter values. These contention
parameters comprise a variable interframe space, called arbitration interframe space (AIFS),
and multiple contention window (CW) sizes. Table 2.3 presents these contention parameter
values for each AC.
Table 2.3 Default DCF and EDCA parameter set.
MAC AC CWmin CWmax
AIFSN
DIFS
(inside BSS) (outside BSS)
DCF — aCWmin aCWmax — — 2
EDCA
AC_BK aCWmin aCWmax 7 9 —
AC_BE aCWmin aCWmax 3 6 —
AC_VI (aCWmin+1)/2−1 aCWmin 2 3 —
AC_VO (aCWmin+1)/4−1 (aCWmin+1)/2−1 2 2 —
The values for aCWmin and aCWmax are defined according to the PHY specification in use. For instance, the
IEEE 802.11a/g/n/ad/ac specifications define these values as 15 and 1,023, respectively, and the IEEE 802.11b
specification defines as 31 and 1,023, respectively [11].
Each ACworks as a priority queue, where the highest priority categories wait a smaller AIFS
period to access the channel, have smaller CW to perform backoff, and can occupy the channel
for longer (i.e. have a higher TXOP), while in the lowest priority categories, the opposite occurs.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the architecture of EDCAmechanism and its transmit queues.
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AIFS[AC_VI]
CW[AC_VI]
Backoff
AIFS[AC_VO]
CW[AC_VO]
Virtual collision handler
Mapping to access categories
EDCA 
functions
Transmit
queues
Transmission attempt
Figure 2.7 EDCA transmit queues model in IEEE 802.11e.f
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During the contention period, each station senses the medium in order to start
transmitting. If themedium is sensed idle for at least one AIFS[AC] period, the station transmits
its frames. Otherwise, the station initiates a backoff period in order to avoid collisions. The
duration of AIFS[AC] is computed as follows:
AIFS[AC]=AIFSN[AC]×aSlotTime+aSIFSTime (2.2)
where AIFSN[AC] defines the number of slot times per AC (where AIFSN[AC] ≥ 2), aSlotTime is
the minimum slot duration defined according to the PHY specification in use, and aSIFSTime
is the short interframe space (SIFS) period. To understand the effects of each set of contention
parameter values, Figure 2.8 illustrates the channel access behavior per AC.
Busy medium
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Decrement backoff counter
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mechanism
EDCA 
mechanism
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Figure 2.8 Channel access behavior according to the contention parameters of each
EDCA access category.g
2.3.3.b HCF controlled access
The HCF controlled access (HCCA) is a contention-free mechanism, which, similarly to PCF,
uses a polling scheme managed by the hybrid coordinator (HC), located in the access point
(AP). The HC is responsible to perform the traffic admission control and to assign TXOPs to
the stations during the controlled access phase (CAP). For channel access during the CAP, each
stationmust send an admission request to the HC, containing the traffic specification (TSPEC)
of each data flow. The TSPEC is a set of parameters that define the characteristics and QoS
requirements of a flow. If the negotiated TSPEC can be admitted by the HC, a TXOP is given to
the station in order to transmit its flows [11].
The HCCA is not implemented by the 802.11s standard (as it is based in a centralized MAC
scheme), and, therefore, we opt to not detail the mechanism operation.
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2.3.4 Mesh coordination function
The mesh coordination function (MCF) is a new coordination function introduced with the
IEEE 802.11s specification. The MCF includes both contention-based channel access and
collision-free channel access mechanisms. The MCF adopts EDCA as its contention-based
mechanism, exactly how it is used in HCF, as previously presented. The collision-free
mechanism, called MCF controlled channel access (MCCA), is proposed to optimize the frame
exchanges in themesh basic service set (MBSS), by guaranteeing channel access opportunities
for QoS-aware traffic.
The MCCA is an optional MAC mechanism, which operates alongside with EDCA on
channel access control. MCCA-enabled mesh STAs can reserve the channel for prioritized
access during predefined intervals, called MCCA opportunities (MCCAOPs). A reservation
specifies a regular schedule of MCCAOPs in the delivery traffic indication message (DTIM)
interval. The DTIM interval is the period between two beacon frames containing traffic
indication messages. The interval between consecutive DTIM beacon frames is divided into
slots of 32 µs. The schedule is set up between a mesh STA that initiates the reservation
(MCCAOP owner) and one or more mesh stations (MCCAOP responders).
To set-up a reservation, an MCCA setup request is transmitted by the MCCAOP owner
to the intended MCCAOP responder(s). The MCCAOP responders upon receipt of an MCCA
setup request check the requested reservation for any conflicting MCCAOP and transmits an
MCCA setup reply accepting or rejecting it. These frame exchanges are performed through
management frames of type action with information elements encapsulated in the payload.
An MCCA setup request contains three reservation parameters: offset, duration, and
periodicity. The maximum duration of an MCCAOP is 4096 µs, which means 128 slots of 32 µs
each. The periodicity value defines the number of MCCAOPs arranged in the DTIM interval,
and the offset value indicates the beginning of the first MCCAOP in each DTIM interval (see
Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Example of anMCCAOP reservation.h
To reduce the probability of conflicting reservations, theMCCAOP owner and theMCCAOP
responders periodically advertise their MCCAOP reservations to their neighbors via an
MCCAOP advertisement (MADV) frame. ThisMADV frame consists of transmitter (Tx)–receiver
(Rx), broadcast, and interference (IR) periods report. The Tx-Rx periods report includes all
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individually addressed MCCAOPs in which a mesh STA is involved, either as an owner or as a
responder. Broadcast periods report includes all group addressed MCCAOPs in which a mesh
STA is involved, and alsomay include known beacon transmission times. The IR periods report
includes the periods during which a mesh STA is neither an owner nor a responder, but are
reported as busy by its neighbors’ Tx-Rx/IR periods report. IR periods are directly derived from
the Tx-Rx and the broadcast periods reports of MADV frames transmitted by the mesh STAs
in the neighborhood. This way, mesh STAs are able to track MCCAOPs reservations and avoid
reservation conflicts.
Moreover, the MADV frame also includes the MCCA access fraction (MAF), which is a ratio
of the time reserved for MCCAOPs in the DTIM interval. The MAF is upper bounded by MAF
limit value, which defines themaximum ratio of DTIM interval usage. This MAF limit is known
by all MCCA-enabled mesh STAs, and cannot be exceeded, in order to allow the mesh STAs to
access the channel through normal EDCA operation during the DTIM interval. This MAF limit
prevents an excessive channel occupation by MCCAOPs.
Upon the reservation establishment, theMCCAOP owner needs to contend for the channel
during theMCCAOPusing the EDCA scheme. Only after successfully obtaining an EDCA-TXOP,
the MCCAOP owner can initiate its frames transmission. At the beginning of the MCCAOP,
when contending for an EDCA-TXOP, the MCCAOP owner experiences no competition from
other MCCA-enabled STAs in the neighborhood, since its EDCAF parameters for all ACs
are replaced by the minimum contention values, which are AIFSN = 1 (i.e. AIFS = PIFS),
aCWmin = 0, and aCWmax = 31. In addition, data frames retransmission is disabled during the
MCCAOP.
During the MCCAOP, MCCA-enabled mesh STAs that are in the neighborhood of MCCAOP
owner and/or MCCAOP responders maintain a resource allocation vector (RAV) to indicate
busy channel for the duration of theMCCAOP. RAV contains an index of futureMCCAOPs based
on the information available in the IR periods report. To increase the reservation protection,
MCCA-enabledmesh STAs set their network allocation vector (NAV) at the first frame exchange
sequence in theMCCAOP. If RAV or NAV are active, MCCA-enabledmesh STAs cannot contend
for the channel access. Moreover, EDCA-TXOPs of MCCA-enabled mesh STAs are not allowed
to extend across any of their trackedMCCAOP reservations.
To understand how the channel access is performed during an MCCAOP reservation,
Figure 2.10 illustrates an example, in which there are four mesh STAs (A, B, C and D) in the
transmission range of each other. Mesh STAs A, B, C are MCCA-enabled stations, whereas
mesh STA D is a non-MCCA station. The mesh STA B, which is the MCCAOP owner, willing
to transmit data frames to mesh STA C during the MCCAOP reservation, must contend for the
channel access, i.e., the mesh STA B must sense the channel idle for an AIFS period, and then
start the backoff process. The mesh STA B can only transmit during its MCCAOP when gaining
the channel access by obtaining an EDCA-TXOP (i.e. when its backoff counter reaches zero).
Moreover, mesh STA A, which is anMCCA-enabled neighbor of mesh STA B, in order to protect
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the channel access duringMCCAOP,must set its RAV at the beginning of theMCCAOP. The RAV
is set based on the IR period report previously exchanged by the MCCAOP-enabled stations.
Furthermore, upon the first data frame transmission from mesh STA B to mesh STA C, both
mesh STAs A and Dmust set their NAV according to the MCCAOP remaining duration.
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Figure 2.10 Example of channel access during anMCCAOP reservation.i
2.4 Summary
This chapter presented an overview of the specification of the IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh
standard. A description of mesh elements and characteristics has been provided, focusing in
mesh establishment, frame addressing, path selection and link management. Moreover, an
overview of the PHY layer specification of IEEE 802.11 family of standards has been provided,
where a chronological description of the evolution of the standards has beenpresented. Finally,
the medium access control (MAC) schemes defined by the IEEE 802.11s standard have been
presented, emphasizing aspects related to the quality of service (QoS) provisioning. The EDCA
mechanism is the default MAC scheme defined for the IEEE 802.11s WMN standard, where
channel access categories are defined for service differentiation, and the MCCA mechanism
is proposed as an optional MAC scheme, which introduces prioritized channel access during
reserved periods.
CHAPTER 3
Real-time communication support in IEEE
802.11-based wirelessmesh networks
This chapter discusses some aspects related to the real-time (RT) communication
support in 802.11-based wireless mesh networks, and reviews relevant work on
quality of service (QoS) provisioning. This chapter is largely drawn from the
following published book chapter:
C. M. D. Viegas, F. Vasques, P. Portugal. Real-Time Communication Support in IEEE
802.11-based Wireless Mesh Networks. In M. Khosrow-Pour (Ed.), Encyclopedia of
Information Science and Technology, ch. 713, pp. 7247–7259. IGI Global, Hershey,
PA, USA, 3rd ed., 2014. http://dx.doi.org/10.4018/978-1-4666-5888-2.h713
3.1 Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 family of wireless standards became the dominant solution for wireless
local area networks (WLANs) due to its performance, low cost and fast deployment
characteristics [76, 77]. Along its increasing popularity, therewas a demand for interconnection
of several different devices in the network, sharing common services. Thus, wireless mesh
networks (WMNs) appeared as a promising approach to deal with heterogeneity and diversity
of those wireless networks [78].
WMNs provide greater flexibility, reliability and performancewhen compared to traditional
wireless networks [79], since they are able to extend the network coverage without any
additional infrastructure by using multi-hop communication, where nodes can relay traffic by
traversing multiple hops to reach a destination [8].
There are several application domains where WMNs can be applied, such as home
and enterprise networks, transportation and real-time systems, building automation and
metropolitan area networks [9]. However, despite the several application domains, in this
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chapter we are particularly interested in studying the support of real-time applications in
WMNs.
Real-time applications are usually not resilient to delay and jitter constraints. The
deployment of real-time services over WMNs requires the support of quality of service (QoS).
To guarantee time-constrained communication in wireless multi-hop networks, real-time
communication must be established according to specific traffic characteristics and QoS
requirements.
Despite the benefits of WMNs, the main challenging task concerning QoS provisioning
in WMNs is the communication channel that is a shared resource in a multi-hop relaying
infrastructure. Also, it is important to consider some characteristics inherent to wireless mesh
environments such as link instability, lack of central infrastructure, nodes mobility, channel
access contention and hidden terminal problem [78].
This chapter discusses the aforementioned challenges related to QoS provisioning,
targeting real-time communication support in IEEE 802.11 WMNs at medium access control
(MAC) sub-layer. A literature review of available techniques on the referred topic will be
presented and discussed.
3.2 Real-time communication support
To support real-time communication inmulti-hopnetworks it is necessary to ensure network is
properly dimensioned and enough resources are reserved in order tomaintainQoS guarantees.
For QoS provisioning, it may be required the reservation in advance of some resources, as the
adequate reservations will help by maintaining delay, jitter and negotiated upper bound for
packet loss rate requirements [25].
The internet engineering task force (IETF) developed the integrated services (IntServ) and
differentiated services (DiffServ) techniques aimingQoS provisioning in IP-based networks [26,
80]. The IntServ technique aims to provide per-flowQoS guarantees to individual applications,
where several services classes are defined. Those applications should be able to select a class
based on their QoS requirements. It uses resource reservation protocol (RSVP) to allocate
resources to links along a data path. However, IntServ scheme has scalability problems, where
maintaining a large number of flows requires enormous amount of resources [25].
DiffServ consists of the specification of a restricted communication domain with specific
requirements, delimited by boundary routers that control the ingress and egress of network
traffic. Ingress boundary routers are required to classify traffic according to a service level
specification. DiffServ has a traffic conditioner, in which are included the traffic characteristics
and the performance metrics (delay, throughput, etc.). At internal nodes, the traffic is
processed at maximum available speed, once traffic classification has been previously done
by boundary routers [25, 81].
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However, when considering the mobility of wireless mesh networks, neither IntServ nor
DiffServ techniques are able to adequately deal with mobile nodes. This weakness is due
to difficulties in reserving resources for mobile environments. As IntServ works with RSVP
allocating resources to the links along data paths, with nodes mobility a path will change and
consequently there will be no reserved resources in a future router where themobile nodemay
connect. Likewise, the main issue of DiffServ is the service level specification, i.e. when a
mobile nodemoves to a new network and it tries to establish a new specification, the resources
must be available in that network to support the required QoS. If there are not enough available
resources, the mobile node could face degraded QoS provisioning [25].
In this context, additional mechanisms must be devised to achieve QoS in wireless mesh
networks. In the following subsections, we survey the techniques available in the literature
that can be used for QoS provisioning, such as admission control and resource reservation,
congestion control, rate adaptation, multi-channel and channel assignment.
3.2.1 Admission control and resource reservation
Admission control is one of the key traffic-management mechanisms that must be deployed
for QoS provisioning [82]. This technique consists in admitting traffic flows according to
some available resources, such as bandwidth, time-slots, channels, and also according to some
requirements, as throughput, delay and jitter constraints. A traffic flow is only admitted in
the network if there are available resources and QoS requirements can be met. The admission
control technique is the premise for the implementation of QoS provisioning techniques.
As network resources are required for QoS provisioning, resource reservation techniques
consist in ensuring that real-time traffic obtains sufficient bandwidth and/or time-slots
throughout their transmission time, in order to satisfy their QoS requirements. The bandwidth
reservation can be achieved by assigning more channel access opportunities or directly
allocating exclusive bandwidth for QoS-dependent sessions [18].
In the literature, there is a lot of research on resource reservation proposals to support
real-time communication in multi-hop networks. These proposals aim to improve the IEEE
802.11 MAC mechanisms and to mitigate their impairments. Usually, resource reservation
techniques are combined with admission control mechanisms in order to improve capacity
andmaximize throughput in WMNs.
Yang et al. [58] propose the admission control based on active neighbor bandwidth
reservation (AC-ANBR), a bandwidth reservation scheme that admits real-time traffic by
guaranteeing QoS of all existing flows based on active neighbor bandwidth. It estimates
the available bandwidth of each node and the required bandwidth of each new flow (by
overhearing surrounding transmissions), and this way avoids the real-time traffic from
overusing available bandwidth resources.
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Toscano & Lo Bello [83] propose a bandwidth-efficient admission control mechanism for
wireless industrial communication where the messages transmission is ruled by an earliest
deadline first (EDF) scheduler. This mechanism associates a target success rate for each
real-time flow, which is the minimum fraction of messages that must be correctly delivered
and on time (without missing deadlines). It calculates the feasibility of a flow by taking
into account the message loss and retransmissions according to known statistics of wireless
links. Both transmissions and retransmissions are scheduled according to a non-preemptive
EDF algorithm and the admission control mechanism considers the loss rate and the desired
success rate.
BOR/AC is a bandwidth-aware opportunistic routing protocol with admission control
to provide bandwidth assurance for traffic flows [59]. It takes into account the expected
transmission cost and the expected available bandwidth of each node based on the
probabilities of link delivery, forwarding candidates and nodes prioritization policy. If the
expected available bandwidth under opportunistic routing is greater than the bandwidth
requirement of a traffic flow, the traffic will be admitted and forwarded to the destination.
Nodes with higher available bandwidth and lower transmission cost are selected as forwarders
in order to provide a good trade-off between the available bandwidth and transmission cost.
Regarding the resource reservation techniques, Ould Cheikh & Gueroui [53] proposed a
bandwidth reservation scheme, calledmulti-hop bandwidth reservation inWMN (MBRWMN).
It computes a new metric weighted airtime metric (WAM) based on the available and the
required bandwidth estimation in order to determine the best path between source and
destination.
Carlson et al. [52] propose the distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time
(DARE) protocol as a scheme to perform end-to-end reservations for real-time traffic. It
operates at MAC sub-layer by reserving periodically time slots in all nodes along a path. This
protocol extends the concept of request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) messages and
it introduces the request to reserve (RTR) and clear to reserve (CTR) messages to perform
reservations. DARE offers a reliable and efficient support for QoS applications by providing
constant throughput and low and stable end-to-end delay for a reserved real-time flow.
A common technique to reserve resources in a network is to broadcast the QoS
requirements of stations in the WMN. In this sense, the EDCA with resource reservation
(EDCA/RR) was proposed to improve EDCA by allowing resource reservation aiming real-time
guarantees [48]. It extends EDCA by offering its existing functionalities and it adds distributed
resource reservation, admission control and scheduling schemes. To perform a reservation, the
stations must broadcast requests and their QoS requirements must be known by the routing
protocol. Resources are only reserved to the high priority traffic, whereas low priority traffic is
processed according to EDCA’s admission control. As a disadvantage of EDCA/RR, the routing
protocol must know in advance all the QoS requirements which is not always feasible.
When considering MAC sub-layer of IEEE 802.11s WMNs, novel proposals were proposed
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aiming to mitigate the MCCA impairments. Krasilov et al. [43] have shown that MCCA suffers
fromexternal interferences once non-MCCAmesh stations are not aware ofMCCAopportunity
(MCCAOP) reservations. The authors proposed an improved resource allocation vector (RAV)
setup called directional RAV (DRAV) in order to avoid the problemof ACK-induced interference,
which consists of collision of an ACK frame with a MCCAOP. DRAV scheme forbids a mesh
station to start an EDCA-TXOP if it crosses any MCCAOP reservation. The results have shown
that all established flows were transmitted with acceptable quality. However, the background
traffic was neglected and this is unrealistic when considering WMNs.
An alternative approach to reserve time slots for collision-free data transmission is
proposed as medium access through reservation (MARE) [84]. This scheme, instead of using
the excessive beaconing broadcast employed by MCCA, it uses a RTS/CTS-based mechanism
with the introduction of control frames to notify neighborhood about reservations. The
proposed scheme is able to reduce the network overhead since it reduces the collision
probability, when compared to theMCCA.However, allmesh stations are required to keep track
of the available slots by storing information related to all active reservations, whichmay not be
feasible depending on the number of mesh stations in the network.
Ali et al. [85] proposed another enhancement to MCCA, called enhanced mesh
deterministic access (EMDA)j. It specifies a scheduler that reserves dimensioned and
contiguous MCCAOPs for each mesh station rather than for each flow. This scheme allows
an overhead reduction and it balances the voice capacity in the overall network regardless the
number of hops traversed. However, this mechanism may prevent non-MCCA mesh stations
to transmit at scheduled times since they are postponed to being transmitted after contiguous
MCCAOPs. If multiple MCCAOPs are contiguously reserved, the non-MCCAmesh stations can
experience unpredictable delays or even being prevented from transmitting.
Although the combination of admission control and resource reservation mechanisms
seem reasonable to provide QoS, in case of any congestion in the network, the communication
performance may be degraded and the real-time traffic may present an unpredictable
behavior. This way, congestion control techniques should be applied in order to improve QoS
provisioning in addition to these techniques.
3.2.2 Congestion control
Frequent transmission failures over thewireless channel, due to its non-deterministic behavior,
its error-prone nature and surrounding interferences [60], require an efficient congestion
control mechanism in order to reduce interferences and guarantee a fair channel usage among
mesh stations.
According to [86], the IEEE 802.11s standard defines an optional hop-by-hop congestion
control mechanism in which each mesh station observes the congestion level based on the
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incoming and outgoing traffic. When the network traffic is increased to a point that a mesh
station is unable to forward and source data upstream as fast as the incoming rate, a congestion
occurs. Themesh stationmust notify its one-hop neighbors. Then, the neighbors limit the rate
at which they are sending to the congested mesh station.
Chen & Xu [87] proposed a random routing algorithm based on path weight in order to
prevent congestion control. The algorithm assigns a weight for each path and then randomly
selects one of them according to the weights. If a weight is higher, then the probability of a path
from being selected is greater. It takes into account the distance vector and the load of gateway
nodes to select the most favorable gateway for data relaying. This method can distribute the
traffic to different paths and balance the network load.
Choi et al. [88] propose a congestion control scheme which applies adaptive modulation
and coding scheme and effective buffer usage. It uses multiple fragmentation thresholds,
modulation levels and coding rates for different data rates, and effective buffer usage. If
the buffer of a downstream mesh station does not exceed a threshold, the upstream mesh
station transmits fragmented data units based on the received channel state information.
Otherwise, if the buffer exceeds a threshold, the upstream mesh station transmits fragmented
data units by considering the received channel state information and also the downstream
mesh station channel condition, for congestion control. This way, channel state information
can be effectively used to increase the network throughput.
3.2.3 Rate adaptation
The rate adaptation technique consists of a mechanism that uses multi-rate capability of
the network in order to adapt the transmission data rate according to channel conditions.
Multi-rate capability can exploit the short inter-nodes distance in high-density networks owing
the chance to use higher rates considering the rate-distance trade-off. According to [89], in the
IEEE 802.11 PHY layer there is a trade-off between the transmission rate and distance, where
the higher rates suffer from shorter transmission range, while throughput-limited lower rates
show longer transmission range. This is the reason why rate adaptation technique is needed to
overcome the rate-distance trade-off. The effectiveness of a rate adaptation scheme depends
on how fast it can respond to the variation of wireless channel conditions.
In the literature there are two well-known IEEE 802.11 rate adaptation schemes, namely
automatic rate fallback (ARF) and receiver-based auto rate (RBAR) [89–91].
ARF is an open-loop rate adaptation scheme, where transmitter makes the rate adaptation
decision based only on its local ACK information, without requiring any additional interaction
between transmitter and receiver. ARF alternates transmission rates by keeping track of a
timing function and missing ACK frames, i.e. if transmitter does not correctly receive two
consecutive ACK frames, subsequent data frames are transmitted at lower rate and a timer
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is started. When this timer expires or the number of successfully received ACKs reaches 10,
the transmission rate is set to the higher rate and the timer is restarted. However, when the
rate is increased, the first transmission must be successful, otherwise the rate is immediately
decreased again.
ARF scheme has some drawbacks, as it increases and decreases the transmission rate
based on ACK reception without considering the cause of the transmission failure, making
the scheme slower when channel condition fluctuates. Also, if the channel condition remains
unstable, every 10 successfully transmitted packets it will try to use higher rates, by this way
decreasing the throughput.
RBAR is a closed-loop rate adaptation scheme, where receiver specifies the best
transmission rate and sends it back to transmitter, which uses it to transmit data. The
RBAR exchanges RTS/CTS frames between source and destination in order to start a
transmission. The receiver of RTS frame calculates the transmission rate based on measured
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of received RTS. Then, the calculated rate is sent to the
transmitter through CTS frame. RTS, CTS and data frames are modified to contain
the information about the data transmission size and rate to allow all nodes within the
transmission range to correctly set their network allocation vector (NAV).
RBAR has some limitations, since it may not work properly if channels change faster that
SNR for the RTS frame is different than for the packet. Also, it assumes that SNR of a given
packet is available at receiver, which is not always true as some IEEE 802.11 devices provide a
SNR estimation.
Lacage et al. [90] propose the adaptive ARF (AARF) as a modification of ARF. As one
of the ARF drawbacks is the decreasing throughput by the usage of higher rates every 10
successfully transmitted packets, AARF adapts this threshold continuously at runtime to better
reflect channel conditions, by using binary exponential backoff (BEB). Basically, when the
transmission fails, the lower rate is immediately switched back (as in ARF), but the number
of consecutive successful transmissions required to switch to a higher rate is doubled (until a
maximum of 50). When the rate is decreased due to two consecutive failed transmissions, this
threshold is restored to the initial value of 10. This threshold adaptation increases the period
between successive failed attempts to use higher rates, being able to maximize the throughput
due to less failed transmissions and retransmissions.
Vitturi et al. [92] propose two rate adaptation approaches based on ARF, static
retransmission rate ARF (SARF) and fast rate reduction ARF (FARF). Both behave like ARF,
where SARF selects the lowest data rate at each packet retransmission in order to limit the
number of ARF transmission attempts, providing the highest success probability. After two
consecutive failed transmissions at rate ri interleaved by a successful retransmission at lowest
data rate, SARF selects the rate ri−1 for the next packet transmission. On the other side, in case
of transmission failure FARF immediately selects the lowest data rate (instead of waiting for two
ACKmisses as in ARF) for the next packet transmissions.
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Multi-hop transmission opportunity (MTOP) was proposed as a multi-rate adaptation
mechanism that allows a frame to be forwarded a number of hops consecutively without
contending for the wireless medium [93]. This mechanism is applied to multi-hop networks
and it takes advantage of different defer thresholds (multi-rate transmissions) to send frames
to the next hops. Basically, MTOP works after a TXOP when it cannot allow frames to be
transmitted in the given opportunity. By transmitting at different rates (1 Mbps and 11 Mbps,
for example), it requires different defer thresholds (-105.1 dBm and -96.2 dBm, respectively).
The difference between these defer thresholds is 8.9 dB and this is the multi-rate margin
that MTOP exploits by allowing a frame to travel 1 or 2 more hops with a single medium
access. This technique opens several interesting directions of research, as it can be employed
in multi-radio/multi-channel networks.
3.2.4 Multi-channel communication and channel assignment
The multi-channel technique consists in exploiting multiple channels available in the wireless
domain to transmit different frame types. In general, it consists in separate/reserve a channel
to transmit control frames (common control channel) and the remaining channels to transmit
data frames (data channels). The objective of this technique is to increase the overall network
throughput, reduce the number of collisions and decrease the transmission delays.
Fast forward medium access control (FFMAC) protocol is a multi-channel technique
proposed to WMNs [24]. It provides real-time guarantees through multiple communication
channels, defining a multi-hop path (through IEEE 802.11s hybrid wireless mesh protocol
(HWMP) routing protocol). It reserves one channel to exchange control frames (control
channel) and the remainder channels to exchange data frames (data channels). The frames
exchange between a source and a destination node in a multi-hop environment is performed
by the following forwarding model: the source broadcasts a route request (RREQ) frame on
the control channel to its neighbors and they rebroadcast to neighbors until it reaches the
destination. Then, the destination answers with a route reply (RREP) frame that is broadcast
by neighbors until it reaches the source. This way, a transmission path is established for
transmissions between the source and the destination nodes. After the path establishment, the
source node sends a data frame and waits for an ACK from the neighbor node. However, the
neighbor node sends an ACK to the source and also to the next neighbor to reserve themedium.
If next neighbor answers with a CTS frame, the data is finally forwarded and acknowledged
again. And thus, it is repeated through neighbors until the frame reaches destination. The
simulation results indicate that this forwarding technique is able to reduce end-to-end delay
and to increase network throughput.
Another channel reservation technique is the AODV-multi radio with channel reservation
(AODV-MRCR) [94]. It is a multi-radio on demand routing protocol that reserves a list of
channels for the common traffic in WMNs. The AODV-MRCR tries to use the multi-links
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available among neighbors by reserving one link for common traffic and the remaining links
for other traffic types. It is implemented by using ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)
routing discovery to distribute a channel reservation list for all nodes along a path. According to
the authors, AODV-MRCR is able to reduce the interference for common traffic and to support
full duplex transmission, moreover the simulation results showed that proposed protocol was
able to reduce throughput, end-to-end delay and packet loss ratio.
Kyasanur et al. [95] propose two link-layer multi-channel protocols. The multi-channel
MAC (MMAC) is designed for single-radio devices only, where stations negotiate channels
using control messages in order to distribute the traffic load across the channels. The hybrid
multi-channel protocol (HMCP) is designed for multi-radio devices, where some specified
channels are assigned (fixed) to some radio interfaces while the remaining channels are
available for channel switching with the same objective of traffic load balancing across the
channels.
Hoblos & Peyravi [96] presented fair access rate (FAR). It is a multi-hop multi-channel
rate adaptation scheme that assigns variable transmission rates to different nodes, based on
hop count, aggregated traffic and network topology. FAR assigns variable transmission rates
to relay nodes based on their aggregate Erlang-B blocking probabilities. The main idea is to
compensate a node distance and its aggregated relay load with its medium access rate.
Across multiple channels, efficient channel selection is essential in mesh networks in
order to minimize the contention periods and the interference among co-channels. Thus, the
channel assignment technique was proposed in order to mitigate these issues.
The channel assignment technique consists in assigning channels to radio interfaces in
order to achieve efficient channel utilization and minimize the interferences [61, 97]. The goal
of channel assignment in a multi-channel environment is to bind each network interface to
a radio channel in such a way that available bandwidth on each link is proportional to its
expected load.
Hyacinth is a channel assignment that builds a spanning tree which is dynamically adapted
according to the varying traffic loads [98]. Each node separates a set of interfaces (up-NICs)
that will be assigned by hierarchical mesh stations (parents) and another set of interfaces
(down-NICs) that will be assigned by the node itself. Each node periodically exchanges its
individual channel usage statistics with all neighbors in the interference range. If it finds a
less loaded channel, the node changes a down-NIC (that is on heavily-loaded channel) to a less
loaded channel and updates the affected other NICs (children) in the spanning tree.
Ghannay & Gammar [99] present the joint routing and channel assignment protocol
(JRCAP) as a distributed load aware channel assignment scheme that assigns the channel
during the routing process. JRCAP divides the network topology into balanced clusters and
allocates a fixed channel to each one. The routing process is on-demand HWMP-inspired, in
which a mesh station broadcasts a route request on its interface (the same that was assigned a
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fixed channel in the cluster) in order to achieve a path to a destination. Upon reception of that
route request by another mesh station, a new routing metric, which take into account channel
diversity and link capacity, is computed in order to select the best channel to assign as reverse
path.
Skalli et al. [97] presented the mesh-based traffic and interference-aware
channel-assignment (MesTiC). It is a static centralized channel assignment scheme based on
a ranking function that take into account the traffic, the number of hops and the amount of
radio interfaces per node. It is a polynomial time greedy algorithm, which visits nodes in the
decreasing order of their rank. The rank of each node is computed on the basis of its link traffic
characteristics, topological properties and number of radio interfaces. If a node relays more
traffic (higher rank), it is reasonable to assign it a channel with less interference in order to
increase the network throughput.
Bononi et al. [100] present an architecture that combines a distributed channel allocation,
routing and multi-radio multi-channel schemes. Channel assignment and fast MAC
architecture (CAFMA) extends IEEE 802.11e EDCA MAC scheme to support multichannel
multi-radio technology and also to provide fast data relaying on multi-hop topologies. Path
discovery protocol is AODV-inspired with a contention-aware metric which combines hop
count and the number of interferers in the control channel. The channel allocation is
performed on-demand in coordination with path discovery protocol.
3.3 Future research directions
As seen, the MAC mechanisms of IEEE 802.11 standard do not effectively support real-time
communication, since they are not able to impose the traffic differentiation adequately.
Regarding the QoS provisioning in multi-hop networks, the communication performance is
highly affected by the interferences caused by wireless devices in the vicinity.
In the literature there are several techniques available to support real-time communication
in IEEE 802.11-based mesh networks. However, these techniques themselves are not sufficient
to guarantee a satisfactory QoS level. In this sense, to improve the real-time communication
support in WMNs, a combination of different techniques seems to be a promising approach.
To reduce the surrounding interferences over the real-time communication, a resource
reservation scheme should be used to reserve transmission opportunities to the real-time
traffic. However, in a resource reservation scheme, the admission control is crucial to protect
resources allocated for QoS sessions and to improve the bandwidth usage. Thus, a resource
reservation scheme should be combined with an admission control mechanism.
Another common approach in supporting real-time communication is the network utility
management through the cross-layer design of resource allocation and admission control
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mechanisms. The communication performance can be optimized by using a cross-layer
design, where multiple layers are involved in the resource allocation and may not be achieved
by traditional layering architecture. For example, if a rate control mechanism is proposed
without considering the resource reservations at underlying layers, it might not be effective
andmay degrade the communication performance.
Real-time communication demands continuous network connectivity to guarantee that
deadlines will be met. For an efficient real-time support, the wireless mesh networks require
mechanisms for the mobility management, where efficient roaming techniques (handoff) are
essential to ensure connectivity and uninterrupted service delivery. The handoff is a mobility
process which allows a mobile station to move from one access point to another. During the
handoff process, there is a period where stations are unable to transmit due to the access point
change. This interruption period breaks the concept of connection continuity and should be
avoided or reduced. Further research on this topic is important for scenarios where mobile
devices take place.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented a study on techniques to support real-time communication at MAC
sub-layer of IEEE 802.11-based mesh networks. A survey on QoS provisioning was presented,
intended to identify the most relevant work in the area.
As seen, according to the literature review, there are several techniques forQoSprovisioning
in WMNs. A combination of these techniques is an efficient mean to achieve the purpose
of real-time communication support in WMNs. As stated by [82] admission control is the
premise to implement other real-time techniques. Moreover, in a resource reservation scheme,
admission control is crucial to protect resources allocated for QoS sessions and to improve
bandwidth efficiency [18].
According to [101], one common approach in WMN communication performance
optimization is network utility management through the cross-layer design of control and
resource allocation mechanisms. The network performance optimization can be obtained
by cross-layer design, where multiple layers are involved in the resource allocation and may
not be achieved by traditional layering architecture. If a rate control mechanism is proposed
without considering the resource reservations at underlying layers, it cannot be effective and
may degrades the network performance.
In addition, real-time communication can take advantage of multi-channel capacity of
IEEE 802.11 and implements the common control channel approach in order to send control
frames in one channel (control channel) and the remaining channels to transmit the overall
real-time data (data channels). This technique is effective to reduce the end-to-end delay and
to increase throughput, as reported in [24, 94].
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The effective channel usage is also crucial for communication performance. However,
when the network is highly congested, none of these schemes can prevent QoS degradation.
This way, an intra-mesh congestion control and rate adaptation techniques can take place.
CHAPTER 4
Real-time communication in IEEE 802.11smesh
networks: simulation assessment considering
the interference of non-real-time traffic sources
This chapter presents a performance assessment of the enhanced distributed
channel access (EDCA) MAC mechanism regarding the support of real-time (RT)
communication in 802.11s wireless mesh networks (WMNs), when the wireless
channel is shared with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources. A set of simulations
experiments were defined, and several communication scenarios with different
interference loads were assessed. In addition, a sensitivity analysis of the network
configuration parameters is presented, in order to provide useful hints on setting the
channel contention and routing parameter values. This chapter is a reproduction of
the contents of the following published paper:
C. M. D. Viegas, F. Vasques, P. Portugal, R. Moraes. Real-time communication
in IEEE 802.11s mesh networks: simulation assessment considering
the interference of non-real-time traffic sources. EURASIP Journal
on Wireless Communications and Networking, 2014(219):1–15, 2014.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/1687-1499-2014-219
Abstract
With the widespread deployment of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) in industrial
environments, real-time (RT) communication may benefit from the multi-hop relaying
infrastructure provided by WMNs. However, RT communication must be able to coexist with
non-RT traffic sources that will interfere with RT communication. Within this context, this
chapter assesses the impact of interferences caused by non-RT traffic sources upon RT traffic
in IEEE 802.11s mesh networks. Through an extensive set of simulations, we assess the impact
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of external traffic sources upon a set of RT message streams in different communication
scenarios. According to the simulation results, we infer that RT traffic in 802.11s networks
may be highly affected by external interferences, and therefore, such interferences must be
taken into account when setting-up 802.11s networks. By varying the network load imposed
by external interferences, we provide some useful hints about utilization thresholds above
which the network can no longer reliably support RT traffic. We also present insights about
the setting-up of some network parameters in order to optimize the RT communication
performance.
4.1 Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 family of wireless protocols became the dominant solution for wireless
local area networks (WLANs) due to its high performance, low cost, and fast deployment
characteristics [77]. Along its increasing popularity, there was also a demand for sharing
common services among different devices connected to the network. Wireless mesh networks
(WMNs) appeared as a promising approach to deal with heterogeneity and diversity of wireless
networks, by introducing multi-hop forwarding at medium access control (MAC) level and
allowing wireless interconnection of multiple access points [10].
WMNs provide greater flexibility, reliability, and performance when compared to
traditional wireless networks, since they are able to extend network coverage without any
additional infrastructure by using multi-hop communication, where nodes can relay traffic by
traversing multiple hops to reach a destination [10].
Packet forwarding inWMNsmay be implemented at layer 3 or layer 2. In the former, which
is the most common WMN implementation, packet forwarding is performed at network layer
bymeans of internet protocol (IP). In the latter, frame forwarding is performed at data link layer,
being the MAC addresses used to deliver frames through the WMN backbone [102]. The IEEE
802.11s standard specifies a layer 2 WMN aiming to extend the coverage of traditional 802.11
WLANs and to allow the support of a larger diversity of wireless technologies [11].
There are several application domains where WMNs can be applied, such as home and
enterprise networks, transportation and real-time (RT) systems, and building automation and
metropolitan area networks [9]. In this chapter, we are particularly interested in the support of
RT applications using WMNs.
RT applications are usually not resilient to delay and jitter constraints. Therefore, the
deployment of RT services overWMNs requires the use of quality of service (QoS)mechanisms.
Most of current RT applications require a priori reservation of network resources (e.g., link
bandwidth, time slots, and channels) in order to meet QoS requirements. Within this context,
several recent research efforts targeted RT communication support and resource reservation
techniques over multi-hop networks [43, 49, 51, 52, 54, 58, 103–105].
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Most part of the proposed resource reservation techniques are focused on the RT traffic
itself, regardless of the interference of non-RT traffic sources. Usually, authors focus on the
proposed mechanisms and their performance, and, in some cases, relevant simplifications are
made (e.g., ideal wireless channel conditions [106]). Consequently, the related assessments
may not reflect the real-world behavior, which is usually prone to interference of non-RT traffic
sources that may impact in the communication performance, as highlighted in [40, 107, 108].
Within this context, the main goal of this work is to provide a useful insight upon the
impact of interfering traffic over RT communication in single-channel IEEE 802.11s networks.
To do so, a simulation assessment was carried out using network simulator 3 (ns-3) and
considering real-world scenarios. Non-RT traffic flows from different sources were injected
in the network in order to evaluate their impact over RT communication performance. This
evaluation indicates that resource reservation techniques must consider the impact of the
external traffic interference in order to maintain response times of RT traffic under acceptable
thresholds. Otherwise, the communication services may not be able to fulfill the expected RT
requirements of the supported applications.
This work extends a performance assessment previously presented in [40]. Such work
evaluated the communication performance under periodic interference in a mesh-based
network. This work introduces a new realistic interference model, with aperiodic and bursty
traffic, in a 802.11s WMN. Therefore, more realistic communication scenarios have been
considered.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents an overview
of IEEE 802.11s standard by describing its main functionalities. Section 4.3 presents some
related work on MAC performance analysis and resource reservation techniques. Section 4.4
formulates the problem to be evaluated in this chapter. Section 4.5 describes the simulation
scenarios used for this evaluation. Section 4.6 presents an analysis of the results. Finally,
Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.2 IEEE 802.11s overview
As an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the IEEE 802.11s WMN standard uses the
same physical (PHY) layer specification and MAC sublayer architecture, with additional
extensions [11]. It introduces forwarding at MAC level that uses a multi-hop wireless relaying
infrastructure, where nodes cooperatively maintain the network connectivity. Every node
can work as a relaying node, forwarding frames in behalf of its neighbor nodes. The
mesh connectivity is managed by the mesh peering management (MPM) protocol, which is
responsible to establish, manage, and tear downmesh peer links among mesh stations (STAs).
The default path selection protocol is the hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP),
which combines reactive (on-demand) path selection with extensions to enable proactive
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(tree-based) path selection. The reactive mode is based on the ad hoc on-demand distance
vector (AODV) routing protocol, which allows mesh STAs to communicate in a peer-to-peer
basis [109]. In the proactive mode, additional tree building functionality is added to the
on-demand mode, by configuring a mesh STA as root of a path tree (formally root mesh STA).
The root is responsible to coordinate the path selection by periodically sending proactive
information elements to the mesh STAs.
HWMP uses radio-aware metrics, being the airtime link metric the default one. The
airtime link metric is proposed for basic interoperability among 802.11s devices and reflects
the amount of channel resources consumed during a frame transmission over a particular link.
The path with smallest airtime link metric is considered to be the best forwarding path [66].
The medium access control is managed by the mesh coordination function (MCF), which
schedules the access to the channel by allocating transmission opportunities (TXOPs) to
mesh STAs. A TXOP is a time-bounded interval in which a station keeps the medium access
control [107]. MCF adopts the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) as the mandatory
MAC scheme, which is a contention-based channel accessmechanismbased on carrier sensing
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA).
EDCA provides service differentiation by classifying frames from upper layers in different
access categories (ACs). There are four defined ACs, in which frames of different traffic types
are mapped according to the application and its QoS requirements. These ACs are based on
eight priority levels of IEEE 802.1D standard, as follows [15]: background (BK), best effort (BE),
video (VI), and voice (VO) traffic.
For each AC, an enhanced variant of the distribution coordination function (DCF), called
EDCA function (EDCAF), contends for TXOPs using a set of EDCA parameters. These EDCA
parameters modify the backoff process with individual interframe spaces and contention
windows (CWs) per AC (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Default DCF and EDCA parameter set.
Parameters AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN DIFS
DCF — aCWmin aCWmax — 2
EDCA
AC_BK aCWmin aCWmax 7 —
AC_BE aCWmin aCWmax 3 —
AC_VI (aCWmin+1)/2−1 aCWmin 2 —
AC_VO (aCWmin+1)/4−1 (aCWmin+1)/2−1 2 —
The values of aCWmin and aCWmax, which are the minimum and maximum size of CW,
respectively, are defined according to the physical standard in use. For IEEE 802.11a/g/n
standards, these values are respectively 15 and 1,023 and for IEEE 802.11b are 31 and 1,023.
Whenever in the presence of IEEE 802.11b devices, the IEEE 802.11g standard defines 31 and
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1,023 values for aCWmin and aCWmax, respectively, in order to maintain the compatibility
between standards [11].
During the contention phase, each station senses the medium in order to start the frame
transmission. If the medium is idle for at least one arbitration interframe space (AIFS[AC]), the
station transmits its frames. Otherwise, the station initiates a backoff interval in order to avoid
collisions. The duration of AIFS[AC] is given by:
AIFS[AC]=AIFSN[AC]×aSlotTime+aSIFSTime, (4.1)
where AIFSN[AC] defines the number of slot times per AC (AIFSN[AC]≥ 2), aSlotTime is the slot
duration and aSIFSTime is the short interframe space (SIFS) duration.
The backoff time is a uniformly distributed value between zero and the size of CW. At
each unsuccessful transmission, the size of CW is exponentially increased until it reaches the
maximum CW size (aCWmax). The CW size is given by:
CW[AC]=min
(
2×aCWmin[AC]+1,aCWmax[AC]
)
. (4.2)
Once a station has started its backoff time, CW is decremented every slot time. If the
mediumbecomes busy during the backoff, the station pauses the countdownprocedure, which
will be resumedonlywhen themediumbecomes idle again during anAIFS[AC]. The stationwill
only be able to transmit data when its backoff time reaches zero.
If the backoff time of two or more ACs in the same station reaches simultaneously zero, a
virtual collision will occur. In this case, the AC with the higher priority will transmit, whereas
all other ACs will act as if a collision occurred in the medium.
In addition, there is a request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) scheme to solve the hidden
terminal problem. This problem occurs when a station is able to receive the signal from two
different neighbors, but those neighbors cannot detect the signal from each other. This is
an optional mechanism that operates by exchanging RTS and CTS control frames. When a
transmitter needs to send its data, it requests the medium usage by sending a RTS frame and
waits for a response from the receiver in form of a CTS frame, informing idle medium. If a CTS
frame is not received after a RTS, the transmitter starts a backoff time before retransmitting the
RTS frame.
The MCF also defines an optional MAC scheme called MCF controlled channel access
(MCCA) [11]. It is a collision-free and guaranteed channel access for QoS-aware traffic during
reserved periods. MCCA allows mesh STAs to access the channel during predefined intervals
with lower contention parameters. It operates alongside EDCA, where a mesh STA obtains a
MCCA-TXOP instead of a EDCA-TXOP. Nevertheless, the focus of this chapter is upon WMNs
that use the EDCA scheme, which is the mandatory MAC for IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
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4.3 Related work
The EDCA mechanism was originally proposed in the IEEE 802.11e standard to reduce the
number of occurring collisions at MAC sublayer. Its underlying idea was previously proposed
by Deng and Chang in [110]. A set of priority classes are defined, where the higher priority
class uses the window
[
0,2 j+1−1
]
and the lower priority class uses the window
[
2 j+1,2 j+2−1
]
,
where j is the backoff stage. As the EDCAmechanism provides four access categories for traffic
differentiation, it would be expected that the highest access category (voice)would be adequate
to transfer RT traffic. However, some research papers, analyzing single-hop networks, show
that default parameter values of EDCA mechanism are just able to guarantee RT requirements
for a smaller number of stations with large message stream periods [107].
In analyzing research papers, there are several analytical models that evaluate the EDCA
mechanism in single-hop networks [29–34]. However, the majority of these models assume
simplified approaches. Common examples of these simplifications are related to themodeling
of the AIFS procedure, backoff counter, TXOP, virtual collisions, and retransmission limits.
Besides, most of the analytical models presented in the literature assume that the network
operates in saturated traffic conditions.
There is also a number of proposals aiming to improve the EDCA mechanism. The
assessment presented in [107] shows that EDCA contention parameters play an important role
in the communication, where by adjusting them, it is possible to improve the communication
performance. In [35], the authors propose to not double the contentionwindow size in the case
of a virtual collision that is not followed by a real collision, where the backoff time is shortened
and the traffic is only penalized if it collides during the medium access (i.e., a real collision).
In [36], contention parameters can be adapted based on the transmission success ratio aiming
to reduce the backoff time. If the success ratio is higher, shorter values for CW, AIFS, and TXOP
are used. On the contrary, if the success ratio worsens, the contention parameter values are
reverted to their default values. In [37], it is proposed a new scheme to adjust the contention
window size based on the queue occupancy. If the queue occupancy is greater than a threshold,
the CW size is increased by a determined factor.
Concerning the coexistence of EDCA and DCF mechanisms in single-hop networks, the
main results show that EDCA mechanism with AIFSN = 2 (default value defined to the voice
access category) presents better performance over DCF stations specially for high priority
traffic [73, 111]. This specific behavior is a consequence of the different slot decrementing
mechanism when compared to the DCF access method.
There is also a set of papers assessing the EDCA scheme in multi-hop networks, where it
presents a poor performance due to throughput degradation as the number of hops increases
and also due to the hidden terminal problem, which increases the collision probability [112,
113]. In addition, as presented in [114, 115], RTS/CTS mechanism does not improve the
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network communication performance when considering an ad hoc/mesh network. Likewise,
in [116], it is shown that RTS/CTSmechanism only increases the network overhead.
Despite the MCF scheme defined in the IEEE 802.11s, several resource reservation
techniques have been also proposed for IEEE 802.11/11s networks. Resource reservation
consists of ensuring enough bandwidth and/or channel access opportunities for RT traffic,
in order to guarantee its QoS requirements. The following paragraphs summarize the most
interesting and relevant techniques for this purpose, focusing on how RT traffic ismodeled and
how network interference is considered.
The EDCA with resource reservation (EDCA/RR) was proposed to improve EDCA by
allowing resource reservation [103]. It extends the EDCA mechanism by adding distributed
resource reservation, admission control, and scheduling. Whenever a station wants to perform
a reservation, it must broadcast a request and its QoS requirements must be known by
the routing protocol. Resources may only be reserved by high priority traffic, whereas the
low priority traffic is processed according to EDCA’s admission control. A disadvantage of
EDCA/RR is that QoS requirementsmust be known in advance by the routing protocol. Despite
considering an interfering traffic pattern with specific payloads and periods, the authors did
not evaluate its impact over the RT communication itself.
A similar approach to EDCA/RR is proposed in [49]. Stations can reserve resources by
sending requests, but their neighbors must be informed about future transmissions in order
to avoid collisions. This technique itself does not have any admission control nor any traffic
differentiation scheme, which turns it unable to provide QoS guarantees [103]. Thus, it is not
able to prevent interfering traffic from colliding with frames for which resources were reserved.
In [58], the authors proposed the active neighbor bandwidth reservation (AC-ANBR) as a
bandwidth reservation technique. RT traffic is admitted by guaranteeing QoS for all message
streams based on active neighbor bandwidth. The proposed technique estimates the available
bandwidth of each node and the required bandwidth of each new message stream in order to
avoid RT traffic from overusing the available bandwidth resources. Despite the enhancement
of the network bandwidth usage, the authors did not consider the impact of interference traffic
over the RT communication.
The distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time (DARE) protocol is a
scheme that performs end-to-end reservations for RT traffic [52]. It operates at MAC sublayer
by periodically reserving time slots in nodes along a path. It employs a RTS/CTS-based scheme
to perform end-to-end time slot reservations. This protocol offers reliable and efficient support
for QoS applications, by providing constant throughput and lower and stable end-to-end
delay for a reserved RT message stream. The main disadvantage of DARE is the complex and
inefficient mechanism for multiple reservations, where a requested reservation may conflict
with previously existing ones [103].
Timestamp-ordered MAC (TMAC) is a MAC protocol that aims to improve packet
scheduling fairness in WMNs [54]. TMAC measures packet age by means of timestamps and
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considers it as the metric for prioritization. These timestamps enforce a local ordering among
neighboring nodes. TMAC employs a polling scheme by means of modified RTS/CTS control
frames. A transmitter polls its neighboring nodes in a parent-child relationship, seeking to
confirm if they do not have older packets awaiting for transmission. This polling scheme
ensures that a node cannot starve its children at the cost of its own transmission. Despite the
improved performance regarding the resource allocation in the network, TMAC only performs
the local ordering considering its adjacent neighbors. Consequently, non-adjacent nodes may
still interfere in the scheduling scheme and degrade its performance, since RTS/CTS can suffer
from unpredictable delays of uncontrolled traffic in the network.
Regarding the optional MCCA scheme, although being able to provide prioritized medium
access for RT traffic, Krasilov et al. in [43] have shown that it may suffer from the external
interference impact since the non-MCCAmesh STAs are not aware of MCCA reservations. The
authors proposed an improved reservation allocation vector (RAV) setup called directional RAV
(DRAV) in order to avoid the problemof ACK-induced interference, which consists of a collision
between an ACK frame and a reservation. The DRAV scheme forbids a mesh STA to start an
EDCA-TXOP if it crosses any MCCA reservation.
As MCCA only performs single-hop reservations, the reservation-based HWMP (R-HWMP)
has been proposed as a bandwidth reservation protocol that performs end-to-end reservations
among several mesh STAs [51]. R-HWMP modifies the HWMP control frames by introducing
some of the flow specification concepts of resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [117]. In
the path discovery procedure, the R-HWMP evaluates the number of required slots for each
flow transmitted from a specific source. Then, it uses the slot information to find available
paths from the source to the destination. Nevertheless, this technique may also suffer from
the impact of uncontrolled interferences, since the required slots may be unavailable at the
moment of path discovery or frames transmission.
As it can be drawn from the aforementioned works, most of the authors do not consider the
impact of interfering traffic over the RT communication behavior. A relevant exception is the
work presented in [43], where a performance assessment similar to the one done in this work
is presented. The main difference is that in [43], the authors define the prioritized traffic to
be transmitted using the optional MCCA, whereas the interference traffic is transmitted using
EDCA background class. The evaluation assessment shows that MCCA scheme is impacted by
the coexistence of EDCA traffic, due to the ACK-induced interference.
Contrarily to the work presented in [43], the main motivation for this work is to assess
the performance of the standard EDCA scheme by itself when the medium is shared between
prioritized traffic and non-RT traffic in a WMN, both supported by stations implementing the
EDCA mechanism, as defined in the standard. We aim to identify the most relevant EDCA
limitations in what concerns the support of RT message streams in real-world WMNs.
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4.4 Problem formulation
We assess the behavior of a mesh network when RT traffic (traffic generated by high priority
applications) and HTTP traffic (interference traffic) share the same wireless channel. The goal
of this work is to assess how the network can reliably support RT communication under this
mixed traffic condition.
Four RT message streams were considered in a mesh communication scenario with small
fixed-sized messages of 80 and 300 bytes and constant periodicities of 50 and 200 ms. The
deadlines of RTmessage streams were considered equal to the periods.
The non-RT interference trafficwasmodeled tomimic a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)
conversation [118]. It works as a request-response protocol in the client-server computing
model. Clients send requests to a server, which returns responses with the requested content.
Usually, the requested content contains several objects (e.g., images, text, videos, or audio).
Thus, once a server receives a request, it answers with one ormultiple objects, which constitute
several bursts of data.
HTTP traffic was divided into sessions with active and inactive periods, which represent
webpage downloads and intermediate reading times. The reading times were considered as
the interval between client requests.
Tomimic the HTTP conversation behavior, it was considered a client side and a server side.
Table 4.2 summarizes the parameters used to define the HTTP traffic model. The HTTP traffic
uses the transmission control protocol (TCP) as the transport-layer protocol.
The client side was characterized by request size and request interval parameters.
According to the literature [119–121], the typical mean size of requests is 300 bytes, varying
from 10 to 2,500 bytes. A truncated log-normal distribution was used to represent this interval.
The mean request interval depends on the user-client behavior. A user can request a page
and spend a considerable amount of time until making a new request or it can request several
pages in a short interval. This behavior was modeled according to a Poisson process with a
selectable mean value, i.e., during the simulation process, this mean value will be manually
selected according to the desired interference load.
The server side was characterized by a number of objects and their size and response delay
parameters. According to [121], the number of objects was represented by a truncated Pareto
distribution with mean of 5.64, being 2 the minimum number of objects per page and 50 the
maximum. The size of each object has a mean of 7,800 bytes and varies from 50 bytes to 2
Mbytes. A log-normal distribution was used to represent this interval. The server response
delay (i.e., parsing time) was modeled by a Poisson process with a mean of 130 ms.
To summarize theHTTP trafficmodel, a client sends requests varying from10 to 2,500 bytes
according to a specifiedperiodicity (modeled by a Poissonprocess) andonce the server receives
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Table 4.2 HTTP traffic parametrization.
Parameter Statistical characterization
Client request size


Truncated log-normal distribution:
µ = 5.61, σ = 0.47
mean = 300 bytes
min = 10 bytes, max = 2,500 bytes
Client request interval


Truncated Poisson process:
mean = variable
max = 30 s
Server response object size


Truncated log-normal distribution:
µ = 6.17, σ = 2.36
mean = 7,800 bytes
min = 50 bytes, max = 2 Mbytes
Number of objects per server response


Truncated Pareto distribution:
mean = 5.64
min = 2 objects, max = 50 objects
Server response delay


Truncated Poisson process:
λ = 7.69
mean = 130 ms
max = 250 ms
a request, it responds after approximately 130 ms with bursts of multiple objects varying from
50 bytes to 2 Mbytes.
To assess if the WMN can reliably support RT traffic in the presence of HTTP interference
traffic, we consider that at least 85% of deadlines must be met. If the ratio of deadline misses
is greater than 15%, the WMN is considered as not being able to support RT communication.
This threshold is called deadline miss threshold (DMT).
For such purpose, two different simulation assessments were considered: 1) with
maximum priority traffic separation - where real-time traffic is defined to be transmitted at
the highest EDCA priority class voice, while the non-RT interference traffic is transmitted at
the lowest EDCA priority class background; 2) with mixed priority traffic separation - where
real-time traffic is kept at the same class voice, but the non-RT interference traffic is transmitted
using multiple priority classes: 30% is transmitted using voice, 30% video and 40% background
classes.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the WMN behavior has been made in order to analyze the
effects of varying EDCA contention and HWMP routing protocol parameters. The target of this
third simulation assessment is to provide some useful insights on the setting-up of specific
protocol parameters and to assess the impact of such parametrization upon the real-time
behavior of the WMN.
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This set of simulations is a step forward to the assessment of the capability of IEEE 802.11s
WMNs to support real-time communication when the wireless channel is shared with non-RT
traffic sources.
4.5 Simulation scenarios
A square grid topology with 25 stationary stations disposed in an area of 128 × 128 m was
considered to create a mesh network scenario (Figure 4.1). A stationary grid was selected in
order to guarantee that the network is well-balanced.
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Figure 4.1 5 × 5 stationary grid topology. The circle represents the transmission range of
central node.
Considering a grid topology, it is important to determine the combination of distance
among nodes, which defines the grid density, and the PHY parameters, as antenna gain, data
rate, and transmission power. If these parameters are not correctly specified, themesh network
will not be able to be established or it will suffer from instability issues.
If the mesh network is too dense, i.e., if mesh STAs are placed too close from each other,
the packet collision rate may become so high that mesh traffic will suffer from unpredictable
delays and losses. On the other hand, if the mesh network is too sparse, peer links may
become unstable or never established. Besides, if these parameters allow a mesh STA to
directly communicate with non-adjacent neighbors, peer links that may be established with
that neighbors may become unstable and increase themesh network traffic, once the links will
be frequently opened and closed.
Based on this argumentation, the antenna gains of mesh STAs in the grid were defined to
reach just their adjacent neighbors in order to avoid mesh peering instability due to a higher
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network density. For such purpose, all mesh STAs operate in IEEE 802.11g standard, with the
PHY/MAC parameters as defined in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 IEEE 802.11g PHY/MAC parameters.
Parameter Description Value
Data rate Constant data rate (no rate adaptation) 24 Mbps
Basic rate — 6Mbps
Channel number Fixed channel number 6 (2.437 GHz)
Channel width — 20MHz
Energy detection threshold — −96 dBm
Ccamode 1 threshold Clear channel assessment threshold −99 dBm
Antenna type — Omnidirectional
Tx/Rx gain Antenna gain for transmission/reception 1.0 dBi
Tx power Transmission power level 16.0206 dBm (40 mW)
Rx noise figure SNR degradation in the receiver 7 dB
Propagation loss model — Log-distance
Error rate model — Nist OFDM [122, 123]
aCWmin Minimum contention window size 15
aCWmax Maximum contention window size 1,023
aSlotTime Slot time duration 20 µs
TSIFS Short interframe space (aSIFSTime) 10 µs
TSYM Symbol interval (BPSK-OFDM) 4 µs
TSIG Signal BPSK-OFDM symbol duration 4 µs
TSIGEX Signal extension duration 6 µs
TPRE PLCP preamble duration 16 µs
TACK ACK transmission duration 34 µs
NDBPS Number of bits per OFDM symbol 96 bits
MACheader MAC header size with QoS 26 bytes
The evaluated scenarios consider four RT message streams traversing the mesh network.
These streams use user datagram protocol (UDP) as the transport-layer protocol. Different
message sizes and periodicities, as well as different sources and destinations, were selected
in order to evaluate their behavior in different scenarios. Table 4.4 presents the RT message
streams definition.
Table 4.4 Real-time message streams definition.
Message stream Mesh source Mesh destination Message size (bytes) Periodicity (ms)
1 STA 1 STA 25 80 50
2 STA 21 STA 5 80 200
3 STA 25 STA 1 300 200
4 STA 5 STA 21 300 50
In what concerns the interference model, five mesh STAs were defined to implement the
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HTTP traffic model, being one server and four clients. In order to provide an interference
equally distributed across the mesh network, the interfering nodes were selected from the
middle of the mesh grid, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The HTTP server is the mesh STA 13, and
the HTTP clients are mesh STAs 7, 17, 9, and 19.
The simulation experiments were run in simulation batches with a duration of 400 s, being
the first 200 s considered for the mesh discovery process. The path selection is performed by
the HWMP in proactive mode, where a mesh STA is selected as root in order to coordinate the
path selection in the network.
4.5.1 Network utilizationmodel
To determine the network load caused by the HTTP interference traffic, we adapted the
utilization model presented in [124]. The network utilization (U ) corresponds to the intervals
where the wireless channel is occupied by the transmission ofMAC service data units (MSDUs)
of interfering stations. Let C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cm} denotes the set of channel occupancy intervals
of MSDUs transmission and P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pm} denotes the set of corresponding periodicities,
wherem is the number of transmitted MSDUs.U can be computed as follows:
U =
m∑
i=1
( ci
pi
)
, (4.3)
where ci and pi represent the channel occupancy of a single MSDU(i ) transmission and its
corresponding periodicity, respectively. It is important to note that pi is the periodicity value
generated by the Poisson process that models the client request interval.
Considering the previously presented HTTP model, ci must consider the channel
occupancy intervals where clients send requests to server and it sends responses to clients.
Thus, ci can be defined as follows:
ci = ci(client) + ci(server) , (4.4)
where ci(client) and ci(server) are the channel occupancy intervals of MSDUs transmitted by a client
and by the server, respectively, both defined as follows:
ci(client) = TDATA(i)(client) +TSIFS+TACK, (4.5)
ci(server) = Nobj×
(
TDATA(i)(server) +TSIFS+TACK
)
, (4.6)
where TDATA(i)(client) is the transmission time of a client request, Nobj is the number of objects
sent in a server response, and TDATA(i)(server) is the transmission time of an object (response) sent
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by the server. From the IEEE 802.11 standard [11], TDATA(i) is given by:
TDATA(i) = TPRE+TSIG+TSIGEX+TSYM×
⌈
16+6+8×
(
MSDU(i)+MACheader
)
NDBPS
⌉
. (4.7)
Based on the probability distributions that define the client request size and server
response object size (Table 4.2), the MSDU size (plus headers from upper layers) was
considered as the mean value of that distributions.
We defined different values for the network utilization imposed by the interfering stations,
namely: 10%, 30%, and 50%. Based on the above equations, forU = 10%, the client requests are
sent with a periodicity of 125 ms, forU = 30% with 42 ms and forU = 50% with 25 ms. These
periodicity values are used as the mean value for the Poisson process that defines the client
request interval.
4.5.2 Performancemetrics
As performancemetrics, we considered the end-to-end delay and the average ratios of deadline
misses and message losses.
4.5.2.a End-to-end delay
The end-to-end delay is of critical importance for RT applications. If a RT message is delayed
over its deadline, this message may be considered as being effectively lost. In this assessment,
the end-to-enddelay (δe2e) considers all the delays of each sender/receiver (s/r ) node pair until
reaching the destination. The delay of each s/r node pair in the multi-hop path (δs/r ) is the
time interval between the time instant when the acknowledge frame of a message i arrives at
the receiver’s queue (tri ) and the time instant when themessage i arrives at sender’s queue (tsi ).
This end-to-end delay calculation includes the processing, queuing, access, and transmission
delays and is computed as follows:
δe2e =
Np∑
j=1
δs/r( j ) , (4.8)
δs/r( j ) =
1
Nm
×
Nm∑
i=1
(
tri − tsi
)
, (4.9)
where Nm is the number of successfully received messages and Np is the number of s/r pair
nodes.
Summing up, the end-to-end delay is the required time interval to transfer a frame,
measured from the moment it joins the sender’s queue to the end of the frame transmission
at the receiving station.
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4.5.2.b Deadlinemiss ratio
The deadline miss highlights the ratio of messages that exceed their bounded delivery time. In
this assessment, the deadline miss ratio (λ) is measured considering the difference between
the time instant when a message i was received at the destination and the time instant when
message i was sent from the source. If the difference between these time instants is greater than
the message periodicity (i.e., its deadline), the message is deemed to have missed its deadline.
In addition, a message that is dropped (due to exceeding its transmission attempt count or
due to the queue control algorithm) is also deemed to have exceeded its deadline. Thus, the
deadline miss ratio is directly affected by the message loss ratio. This ratio is computed as
follows:
λ=
mmissed+mdropped
msent
, (4.10)
wheremmissed is the total number of successfully receivedmessages thatmissed their deadline,
mdropped is the total number of undelivered messages (that obviously also missed their
deadlines), andmsent is the total number of sent messages.
4.5.2.c Message loss ratio
The message loss ratio is defined for a receiving station as the number of dropped messages
during a transmission. In this assessment, the message loss ratio (σ) is measured considering
the messages that were effectively dropped due to transmission error or due to exceeding the
transmission attempt count. It can be computed as follows:
σ=
mdropped
msent
, (4.11)
wheremdropped is the total number of dropped messages andmsent is the total number of sent
messages.
4.6 Simulation results
Different communication scenarios have been simulated to assess the behavior of RT traffic
when the wireless channel is shared with non-RT traffic generated by a set of interfering
stations. For the sake of simplicity, only the results that concern RT traffic will be presented.
4.6.1 Impact of external traffic sources over the end-to-end delay
The first simulation scenario concerns the assessment of the end-to-end delay of four RT
message streams, as defined in Table 4.4, when the overall network utilization is increased by a
set of interfering stations.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the histogram and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
end-to-end delay of RTmessage streams without any interfering traffic sources in the network,
where it can be observed the default behavior of RT communication.
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Figure 4.2 Histogram and CDF of end-to-end delay of RT message streams without any
external traffic sources.
Based on Figure 4.2, it is possible to notice that RT message streams with the lowest
periodicity experiment slightly increased delay, regardless of the message size. This behavior
is due to the number of messages that are sent in a shorter period, which are prone to higher
delays since the network needs to deal with other traffic and the wireless channel is not always
available for such shorter interval requests. However, the difference between the end-to-end
delay of the different message streams is negligible.
Regarding the impact of non-RT traffic over the RT communication, Figure 4.3(a),(b),(c)
presents the histograms andCDFs of end-to-end communication delaywithmaximumpriority
traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic (as defined in Section 4.4) and
Figure 4.3(d),(e),(f) presents the histograms and CDFs of end-to-end communication delay
with mixed priority traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic (also as defined
in Section 4.4).
According to the results, it is noticeable that the end-to-end delay of RT traffic increases
as the overall network utilization increases. These results clearly show the impact of the
interference traffic upon the RT traffic behavior, even for the case when the maximum priority
traffic separation is imposed. With a network load equal or greater than 30%, it is clear that
the end-to-end delay of all RTmessage streams is highly affected. For the case when themixed
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Figure 4.3 Histograms and CDFs of end-to-end delay of RT message streams with
external traffic sources. (a) 10%, (b) 30%, and (c) 50% of network utilization
with maximum priority traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT
traffic; (d) 10%, (e) 30%, and (f ) 50% of network utilization withmixed priority
traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic.
priority traffic separation is imposed, the delay is even more affected when compared to the
maximum priority traffic separation. This set of simulations indicates that the mandatory
EDCAMACmechanism, defined in the IEEE 802.11s, is not able to impose the traffic separation
required for RT communication when using the default set of parameters, since the non-RT
interference traffic (background) affects the RT communication (voice), as the dispersion of
the histograms related to a utilization of 30% to 50% is considerably higher.
4.6.2 Impact of external traffic sources over the average ratios of deadline misses
andmessage losses
The second simulation scenario concerns the assessment of average ratios of deadline misses
andmessage losses for the RTmessage streams. Figure 4.4 illustrates the impact of interference
traffic over these metrics.
The deadline miss ratio is directly influenced by both the message loss ratio
(Figure 4.4(b),(d)) and the excessive access delay of RT message streams (Figure 4.3). A
noticeable increase of deadline misses can be observed, caused by the increasing delay as the
network utilization increases.
From the above results, it is possible to notice that maximum priority traffic separation
presents less deadline misses when compared to the mixed priority traffic separation. In the
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Figure 4.4 Average ratios of deadline misses and message losses of RT message streams.
(a) deadline miss ratio and (b) message loss ratio with maximum priority
traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic; (c) deadlinemiss ratio
and (d) message loss ratio with mixed priority traffic separation between RT
traffic and non-RT traffic.
mixed priority separation scenario, the traffic transmitted at video and voice classes severely
impact the deadline miss ratio. Also, message streams with longer periodicity values tend to
present less deadlinemisses, regardless of their size, since they contend for themedium access
less frequently. On the other hand, message streams with shorter periodicity values tend to
present higher number of deadline misses since there are more messages being transmitted in
a shorter time interval, which are therefore more prone to losses.
Consideringmessage streams 1 and 4, which are the streamswith shorter periodicity values
(Table 4.4), they clearly exceed a DMT value of 15% (target defined in Section 4.4) when the
network utilization is greater than approximately 12% and 21%, respectively, even for the case
when the maximum priority traffic separation is imposed. This behavior worsens when the
mixed priority traffic separation is imposed, where the DMT is exceeded when the network
utilization is greater than approximately 8% and 19%, respectively.
Consideringmessage streams 2 and 3, which are the streamswith longer periodicity values,
they do not exceed the DMT value with the maximum priority traffic separation when the
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network utilization is less than or equal to 50%. Also, it is important to note that deadline
misses are due to message losses, as can be seen in the Figure 4.4(a),(b). This means that
all successfully transmitted messages arrived on time at the destination. However, for the
mixed priority traffic separation scenario, the message stream 2 slightly exceeds the DMT, for
the case where the network utilization is greater than approximately 26%. Once again, the
deadline misses of message stream 2 are caused by message losses, as can be extracted from
Figure 4.4(c),(d). This result indicates that streams with longer periodicity values suffer less
impact when compared with streams with shorter periodicity values, where deadline misses
are caused essentially by message losses.
The results suggest that RT communication performance is highly dependent on the traffic
type and on the imposed network utilization. Also, the periodicity values of message streams
play an important role in the RT communication performance, regardless of messages size.
Thus, the IEEE 802.11s standard with the mandatory EDCA scheme may only reliably support
RT traffic with shorter periodicity values when the network utilization is below 20% and
the interference traffic occurs at lower priority classes. However, when high priority classes
are used to transmit interference traffic, the RT communication is severely impacted by the
network utilization, since EDCA is not able to provide an acceptable service differentiation.
4.6.3 Tuning EDCA andHWMP parameters
Considering that we have full control upon the parameters of RT stations, it is reasonable
to propose the selection of adequate parameters to improve the RT message streams
transmission. Therefore, in this third scenario, we make a sensitivity analysis to assess
the effects of varying EDCA contention and HWMP routing parameters upon the RT
communication behavior. The set of parameters that are subject to analysis are: the CW size of
the EDCAmechanism and the traversal time and path lifetime of the HWMP.
4.6.3.a Varying the contention window size
As seen in the previous section, the EDCAmechanism presents a poor performance to support
RT traffic when the wireless channel is shared with interfering traffic sources, notably when the
overall network utilization is above 20%. In order to investigate the impact of EDCA parameters
in theWMNs communication behavior, we assess the effects of varying the contention window
size used to transmit RT traffic. Similarly to the assessment presented in [107], we examined all
the possible combinations of aCWmin and aCWmax between 1 and 1,023. We chose to reproduce
the scenario where the network utilization is 30% and the mixed priority traffic separation is
imposed between RT traffic and interference traffic. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present themain results
for real-time message streams 1 and 2 and for streams 3 and 4, respectively. For the sake of
presentation, we highlighted the results for the EDCA voice class.
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Table 4.5 Effects of varying aCWmin and aCWmax upon RTmessage streams 1 and 2.
aCWmin aCWmax
Average end-to-end
delay (ms)
Deadlinemiss ratio
(%)
Message loss
ratio (%)
Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 1 Stream 2
1 3 11.27 8.36 16.2 12.5 10.1 12.5
1 7 12.15 8.76 16.7 12.3 10.1 12.3
1 15 12.47 9.03 16.8 12.8 10.1 12.7
...
...
1 1,023 13.62 9.28 16.7 13.1 9.5 13.0
3 7 13.20 9.36 16.6 12.1 9.8 12.1
3 15 13.36 9.59 16.4 12.2 9.6 12.2
3 31 13.90 9.74 17.0 12.3 10.0 12.3
...
...
3 1,023 13.03 9.79 15.9 12.3 9.5 12.3
7 15 14.30 11.02 16.7 12.2 9.9 12.1
7 31 16.68 11.68 17.5 11.8 9.6 11.7
7 63 16.31 11.70 17.3 12.0 9.5 11.9
...
...
7 1,023 16.84 12.72 17.7 12.8 9.8 12.6
15 31 21.92 14.79 19.9 12.6 9.9 12.4
...
...
15 1,023 24.08 15.42 20.6 12.5 9.7 12.2
...
...
255 1,023 220.41 109.79 63.2 26.2 11.7 12.8
511 1,023 542.52 279.33 83.7 50.2 14.5 14.2
The italicized values present the RT communication performance when using EDCA voice class, i.e., aCWmin = 3
and aCWmax = 7.
Contrarily to the results observed in [107], where it is highlighted a performance
improvement with larger CW values (e.g., aCWmin = 15 and aCWmax = 31) over the default
voice class (i.e., aCWmin = 3 and aCWmax = 7), in this mesh scenario smaller CW values (e.g.,
aCWmin = 1 and aCWmax = 3) present better performance over the voice class. It is important to
note the assessment presented in [107] considers a single-hop ad hoc network with no hidden
terminals. In this assessment, due to the multi-hop communication and grid topology, there
are several hidden terminals in the WMN. However, the interference caused by a transmitting
station affects only the stations in the related coverage area, i.e., other message streams can be
simultaneously transmitted in another network area. Consequently, there is a performance
degradation of RT communication as the size of CW increases. Messages with higher CW
values spend more time in EDCA queues, since they backoff for longer time intervals and
consequently the deadline miss ratio increases.
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Table 4.6 Effects of varying aCWmin and aCWmax upon RTmessage streams 3 and 4.
aCWmin aCWmax
Average end-to-end
delay (ms)
Deadlinemiss ratio
(%)
Message loss
ratio (%)
Stream 3 Stream 4 Stream 3 Stream 4 Stream 3 Stream 4
1 3 7.34 15.17 10.9 20.0 10.9 12.4
1 7 7.87 15.96 11.0 19.8 10.9 11.7
1 15 8.15 17.07 10.5 20.9 10.5 11.9
...
...
1 1,023 8.13 18.11 11.2 21.2 11.1 12.4
3 7 8.02 16.70 11.0 20.4 11.0 12.2
3 15 8.72 16.91 10.9 20.0 10.9 11.7
3 31 8.88 16.65 11.0 20.1 10.9 11.9
...
...
3 1,023 8.30 16.86 10.5 20.5 10.5 12.1
7 15 9.79 18.01 10.4 20.6 10.4 11.8
7 31 10.25 19.21 11.5 21.6 11.4 12.4
7 63 10.55 19.59 11.0 21.3 11.0 11.9
...
...
7 1,023 10.76 20.03 11.3 21.8 11.1 12.4
15 31 13.59 24.33 10.9 23.2 10.7 11.7
...
...
15 1,023 14.56 26.03 10.9 23.2 10.6 11.2
...
...
255 1,023 106.46 215.28 24.5 63.4 11.2 13.9
511 1,023 283.65 527.28 48.7 84.0 11.7 16.5
The italicized values present the RT communication performance when using EDCA voice class, i.e., aCWmin = 3
and aCWmax = 7.
4.6.3.b Varying HWMP parameters
The HWMP routing protocol has a set of protocol parameters that are essential for
the path management and directly impacts on the communication performance
in the WMN. One of those parameters is the traversal time (defined by the
attribute dot11MeshHWMPnetDiameterTraversalTime), an upper bound for the time interval
to propagate an HWMP element across the mesh network. Basically, whenever a frame takes a
time interval to traverse the mesh that is longer than the traversal time, it is discarded and no
longer delivered at its destination.
Another HWMP parameter is the path lifetime (composed of the
attributes dot11MeshHWMPactivePathToRootTimeout and dot11MeshHWMPactivePathTimeout),
which is a parameter that specifies the time during which a mesh STA shall consider the
forwarding information to the root mesh STA to be valid (proactive mode) and to any other
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mesh STA (reactive mode), respectively. Basically, the path lifetime defines an upper bound for
the path duration; whenever it expires, the path is reset and a new path discover procedure is
initiated.
These two HWMP parameters are the most relevant when considering the RT
communication behavior in a WMN. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis performed in
this chapter addresses specifically these two network parameters and its effects over the
communication performance. Once again, it was considered a communication scenario with a
network utilization of 30% and a mixed priority traffic separation between the real-time traffic
and the interfering HTTP traffic.
The default values of HWMP parameters are defined in Table 4.7 and the communication
performance with these values can be observed in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 for default EDCA voice
class parameters, i.e., aCWmin = 3 and aCWmax = 7. For the sake of simplicity, these values will
not be repeated in Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, which present the communication performance
when the default values of HWMP parameters are changed.
Table 4.7 HWMP default parameters.
Parameter Value
Path lifetime 5 s
Traversal time 500 ms
When varying the traversal time value (see Table 4.8), it is possible to notice an
improvement in the communication performance. For example, considering the message
stream 4, the message loss ratio decreases from 12.2% (when using the default traversal time
value) to 10.7% (whendecreasing the traversal time value to 100ms). The opposite occurswhen
the traversal time value is increased to 1,000ms. Therefore, to optimize the RT communication
behavior it is recommended to set the traversal time to the maximum message stream period
value, i.e., 200 ms for this communication scenario.
Table 4.8 RT communication performance with different values for traversal time.
Traversal time (ms)
100 1,000 100 1,000 100 1,000 100 1,000
Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3 Stream 4
Average end-to-end delay (ms) 10.11 14.43 6.97 9.76 7.29 9.02 10.35 17.12
Deadline miss ratio (%) 13.6 17.6 10.6 15.0 9.4 12.2 14.8 20.7
Message loss ratio (%) 9.6 12.4 10.6 15.0 9.4 12.2 10.7 13.8
Table 4.9 presents the results of varying the path lifetime value from 5 s to 1 s and 10 s.
When the path lifetime value is lower than the default value, it is possible to notice an
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improvement in the RT communication performance. This is an expected result, since to
reliably support real-time traffic, the path forwarding information should stay valid as long
as possible. Otherwise, new path discovery procedures would be frequently performed, which
degrades the RT communication performance. Therefore, contrarily to the commonly used
HTTP applications, for RT traffic transmission, it is desirable to establish and maintain the
forwarding paths valid as long as possible.
Table 4.9 RT communication performance with different values for path lifetime.
Path lifetime (s)
1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10
Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3 Stream 4
Average end-to-end delay (ms) 34.27 8.54 10.99 6.66 12.89 6.57 40.44 9.72
Deadline miss ratio (%) 50.9 9.7 46.6 9.0 42.6 6.7 49.9 12.7
Message loss ratio (%) 33.3 6.8 46.5 9.0 42.5 6.7 29.4 9.0
Based on the best CW, traversal time and path lifetime values extracted from the previous
simulation scenario, we repeated the simulation from the third scenario. Table 4.10 illustrates
the performance metrics when considering this scenario with aCWmin = 1 and aCWmax = 3,
traversal time = 200 ms and path lifetime = 10 s. As a result of this sensitivity analysis, we may
conclude that by carefully setting the CW, traversal time and the path lifetime parameters we
may significantly increase the quality of service provided to the RT traffic supported by the
WMN.
Table 4.10 RT communication performance with best contention and routing parameter
values.
Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3 Stream 4
Average end-to-end delay (ms) 6.80 5.30 5.44 8.35
Deadline miss ratio (%) 8.20 7.05 6.13 9.59
Message loss ratio (%) 5.49 7.03 6.11 6.26
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter presents a simulation assessment of the impact of non-real-time (non-RT) traffic
sources upon RT communication in IEEE 802.11sWMNs. A set of simulation experiments have
been conducted in ns-3, to assess the RT communication behavior when the wireless channel
is shared with external interferences.
From the simulation results, it can be observed that the RT communication behavior is
directly affected by the presence of non-RT traffic sources. The default parameter values
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used for EDCA are not adequate to provide the required service differentiation, as the EDCA
mechanism is not able to separate the higher priority traffic from the traffic transmitted at lower
priority classes. When increasing the network utilization, it can be observed a degradation of
the performancemetrics, indicating that the default parameter values should be set differently.
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis has been performed to evaluate the impact of some
EDCA/HWMP key parameters upon the RT communication behavior. By carefully setting the
EDCA CW size and the HWMP traversal time and path lifetime parameters, it was possible
to enhance the RT communication behavior and consequently to improve the support of RT
communication inWMNs. Basically, it could be observed that the RT communication behavior
is significantly improved from the usage of: a) smaller CW sizes for the EDCA mechanism, b)
larger path lifetime values for the HWMP protocol, and c) mesh traversal times adjusted to the
longest periodicity value in use for the supported RTmessage streams.
CHAPTER 5
A multi-hop resource reservation scheme to
support real-time communication in IEEE
802.11s wirelessmesh networks
In this chapter, the new Mesh Resource Reservation (MRR) scheme is proposed
intended to support real-time (RT) communication in 802.11s wireless mesh
networks (WMNs), when the wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled non-RT
traffic sources. The MRR scheme controls the channel access of neighboring stations
of an RT path, by slowing-down their channel contention during reserved intervals.
The objective of this scheme is to reduce the surrounding interferences over the
real-time communication in order to meet the QoS requirements. This chapter is a
reproduction of the contents of the following paper:
C. M. D. Viegas, F. Vasques, P. Portugal, R. Moraes. A multi-hop resource reservation
scheme to support real-time communication in IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh
networks. SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION IN Ad Hoc Networks, Elsevier, 2015.
Abstract
With the introduction of IEEE 802.11s standard, the deployment of wireless mesh networks
in industrial WLANs became easier. However, there are still some impairments on QoS
provisioning for delay sensitive applications in WMNs. These impairments are mainly related
to the MAC mechanisms, which are not able to adequately provide service differentiation
for real-time (RT) traffic in multi-hop scenarios. This issue is especially acute when the
wireless channel is shared with uncontrolled traffic sources. In this context, this chapter
proposes amulti-hop resource reservation scheme targeting the support of RT traffic inWMNs.
The proposed scheme performs end-to-end reservations of time intervals, during which the
neighboring stations of an RT path are compelled to contend for the channel in a slowdown
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contention mode. The objective is to reduce the surrounding interferences over the RT traffic
in order to meet its QoS requirements. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is assessed
through an extensive set of simulations, and it is compared with theMACmechanisms defined
by the IEEE 802.11s standard, and with other resource reservation scheme available in the
literature. The simulation results show that it is possible to diminish the impact of interferences
over RT traffic in multi-hop scenarios by means of resource reservation schemes.
5.1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged as a promising technology for next generation
wireless networking. WMNs are decentralized, easy to deploy, and characterized by dynamic
self-organization, self-configuration, and self-healing properties [9]. WMNs enable rapid
deployment with low-cost backhaul, where the network coverage can be extended through a
wireless multi-hop relaying backbone [10].
Typical WMNs deployment implements packet forwarding at network layer [102]. Instead,
the IEEE 802.11s standard specifies a data link layer WMN that extends the coverage of
traditional 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs), and supports a larger diversity of
wireless technologies [11].
With the WMN capabilities introduced by the IEEE 802.11s specification, the traditional
802.11 WLANs are improved regarding the suitability for applications requiring resilience
and redundancy (such as smart grids, industrial communication, and public safety), and
peer-to-peer communication (such as home networks, content-sharing, and gaming).
Despite the benefits of 802.11s-based WMNs, there are still some impairments on quality
of service (QoS) provisioning for delay sensitive applications. The main drawbacks are
related to the medium access control (MAC) schemes, which have been originally proposed
for single-hop communication scenarios. Consequently, they do not perform adequately
when applied to multi-hop scenarios [6, 19, 77]. The default IEEE 802.11s MAC, which is
based on the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA), presents poor performance due
to throughput degradation as the number of hops increase [125, 126], and also due to the
hidden terminal problem, which increases the collision probability [23, 127]. In addition,
EDCA is not able to provide service differentiation for prioritized traffic when the channel
is shared with uncontrolled traffic sources [42], or when dealing with mobile stations [128].
The optional IEEE 802.11s MAC, which is based on the mesh coordination function (MCF)
controlled channel access (MCCA), intends to provide collision-free and guaranteed channel
access during reserved time slots, fails to achieve the desired objective, since its performance
is highly affected by the contention of non-MCCA mesh stations [43]. Moreover, the MCCA
was designed to perform reservations just between adjacent mesh stations (i.e. single-hop
reservations), and due to this, by default, it is not able to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees.
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The deployment of IEEE 802.11s WMNs over WLANs in industrial environments is a
challenging task [4] and it became a research area of interest. In such environments, real-time
(RT) data (typically small-sized messages) must be periodically transmitted among sensors,
controllers, and actuators according to strict transmission deadlines [12]. Since the IEEE
802.11s MAC mechanisms are not able to adequately provide QoS guarantees for prioritized
traffic, the deployment of RT services over WMNs require additional QoS mechanisms. Most
of current RT applications may benefit from a priori reservation of network resources (e.g. link
bandwidth, time slots, and channels) in order to meet their QoS requirements. Within this
context, several research efforts targeted the RT communication support by means of resource
reservation (RR) techniques over multi-hop networks [49, 51, 52, 54, 129].
However, most part of the proposed RR techniques are focused on the RT traffic itself,
regardless of the interference of non-RT traffic sources. Usually, the authors focus on the
proposed techniques and their performance, and, in some cases, relevant simplifications are
made (e.g. ideal wireless channel conditions are considered [106]). Consequently, the related
assessments may not reflect the real-world behavior, which is usually prone to interferences
of non-RT traffic sources that may impact in the communication performance, as highlighted
in [42, 107]. A relevant exception is presented in [130], which considers the interference of
non-adjacent neighboring nodes and adapts the reservations according to the estimation of
channel conditions.
In this chapter, we propose theMesh Resource Reservation (MRR), a multi-hop reservation
scheme targeting the RT communication support in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. MRR operates
at MAC sublayer by performing end-to-end reservations of time intervals, during which the
neighboring stations of an RT path are compelled to contend for the channel in a slowdown
contention mode. Contrary to other RR schemes available in the literature, which block the
transmissions in the neighborhood of a reservation by setting the network allocation vector
(NAV), in the MRR scheme the neighboring stations must increase the channel contention
values in order to defer their frames transmission. The objective of this scheme is to
reduce the surrounding interferences and the impact of non-RT traffic sources over the RT
communication. Besides, blocking mechanisms are unrealistic in real-world scenarios, and
it can be restrictive to the overall network communication performance when considering
industrial environments, since there are several types of applications that may present
malfunctions due to the traffic blockage effects.
A set of simulation experiments, using the network simulator 3 (ns-3), were defined
aiming to reproduce real-world scenarios with uncontrolled traffic sources in the WMN. The
performance ofMRR schemewas comparedwith EDCA andMCCA schemes [11], and also with
the distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time (DARE), proposed byCarlson et
al. [52]. The results indicate that the IEEE 802.11sMACmay benefit from the use of RR schemes
to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees for RT traffic.
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The major scientific contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
1. A new RR scheme proposed for QoS provisioning for RT traffic in an end-to-end basis,
which is able to deal with uncontrolled traffic sources in the network;
2. An adapted MCCA scheme to perform end-to-end reservations in multi-hop scenarios;
3. An improved MCCA scheme, named as MCCA+MRR, which includes some of the MRR
properties to perform reservations without blocking the neighboring stations;
4. An extensive assessment of the proposed RR schemes in order to evaluate their
effectiveness for QoS provisioning for RT traffic in multi-hop scenarios, when the
communication channel is shared with uncontrolled traffic sources.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents an overview of
the IEEE 802.11sWMN standard, focusing on theMACmechanisms functionalities. Section 5.3
reviews the related work on resource reservation schemes. Section 5.4 presents the proposed
Mesh Resource Reservation (MRR) scheme. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe the problem and the
simulation model used in the assessment of the RR schemes. Section 5.7 presents an analysis
of the results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.8.
5.2 IEEE 802.11s overview
The IEEE 802.11s introduces frame forwarding at MAC level that uses a multi-hop wireless
relaying infrastructure, where nodes cooperatively maintain the network connectivity [11].
Every node can work as a relaying node, forwarding frames in behalf of its neighbors. The
mesh connectivity is managed by the mesh peering management (MPM) protocol, which is
responsible to establish, manage, and tear downmesh peer links among mesh stations (STAs).
The default path selection protocol is the hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP),
which combines reactive (on-demand) path selection with extensions to enable proactive
(tree-based) path selection. The reactive mode is based on the ad hoc on-demand distance
vector (AODV) routing protocol, which allows mesh STAs to communicate in a peer-to-peer
basis. In the proactive mode, additional tree building functionality is added to the on-demand
mode, by configuring a mesh STA as root of a path tree (formally root mesh STA). The root
is responsible to coordinate the path selection by periodically sending proactive information
elements to the mesh STAs. HWMP uses radio-aware metrics, being the airtime link metric
defined as default, which reflects the amount of channel resources consumed during a frame
transmission over a particular link.
The medium access control (MAC) on IEEE 802.11s WMNs is managed by the mesh
coordination function (MCF), which schedules the access to the channel by allocating
transmission opportunities (TXOPs) to mesh STAs [11]. MCF adopts the enhanced distributed
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channel access (EDCA) as the mandatory MAC mechanism, which is a contention-based
channel access mechanism based on carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA). In addition to EDCA, the MCF defines the optional MCF controlled channel
access (MCCA) MAC mechanism, which is a collision-free and guaranteed channel access
for QoS-aware traffic. The next subsections present a brief overview of the EDCA and MCCA
schemes.
5.2.1 Enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA)
EDCA provides service differentiation by classifying frames from upper layers into four
different access categories (ACs), in which frames of different traffic types are mapped
according to the application and its QoS requirements: background (BK), best effort (BE), video
(VI), and voice (VO) traffic.
For each AC, an enhanced variant of the distribution coordination function (DCF), called
EDCA function (EDCAF), contends for TXOPs using a set of EDCA parameters. These EDCA
parameters modify the backoff process with individual interframe spaces and contention
windows (CWs) per AC.
During the contention phase, each station senses the channel in order to start the frames
transmission. If the channel is sensed idle for at least an arbitration interframe space (AIFS[AC])
period, a station transmits its frames. Otherwise, the station initiates a backoff interval in order
to avoid collisions. The duration of AIFS[AC] is given by:
AIFS[AC]=AIFSN[AC] × aSlotTime+ aSIFSTime (5.1)
where AIFSN[AC] defines the number of slot times per AC (where AIFSN[AC] ≥ 2), aSlotTime is
the minimum slot duration and aSIFSTime is the short interframe space (SIFS) duration.
5.2.2 MCF controlled channel access (MCCA)
MCCA is a distributed channel reservation scheme designed to reduce frames collision.
MCCA-enabled mesh STAs can reserve the channel for prioritized access during predefined
intervals, calledMCCA opportunities (MCCAOPs). A reservation specifies a regular schedule of
MCCAOPs in the delivery traffic indicationmessage (DTIM). The interval between consecutive
DTIM beacon frames is divided into slots of 32 µs. A mesh STA transmitting an MCCA setup
request frame becomes the owner of the MCCAOP. The receivers of an MCCA setup request
frame are the MCCAOP responders. The MCCAOP responders upon receipt of an MCCA setup
request check the requested reservation for any conflicting MCCAOP and transmits an MCCA
setup reply accepting or rejecting it.
An MCCA setup request contains three reservation parameters: offset, duration, and
periodicity. Themaximum duration of anMCCAOP is 4,096 µs, whichmeans 128 slots of 32 µs.
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The number of MCCAOPs arranged in the DTIM interval is given by the periodicity and the
offset values (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 An example of MCCAOP reservation, with a set of MCCAOPs arranged in the
DTIM interval.
To reduce the probability of conflicting reservations, theMCCAOP owner and theMCCAOP
responders periodically advertise their MCCAOP reservations to their neighbors via an
MCCAOP advertisement (MADV) frame. The MADV frame consists of a set of periods report
which contains the schedule information of MCCAOPs. Based on this schedule information,
mesh STAs are able to keep track of MCCAOP reservations, and therefore avoiding reservation
conflicts.
Upon the reservation establishment, theMCCAOP owner needs to contend for the channel
during theMCCAOPusing the EDCA scheme. Only after successfully obtaining an EDCA-TXOP,
the MCCAOP owner can initiate its frames transmission. At the beginning of the MCCAOP,
when contending for an EDCA-TXOP, the MCCAOP owner experiences no competition from
other MCCA-enabled STAs in the neighborhood, since its EDCAF parameters for all ACs
are replaced by the minimum contention values, which are AIFSN = 1, aCWmin = 0, and
aCWmax = 31. In addition, data frames retransmission is disabled during anMCCAOP.
During the MCCAOP, MCCA-enabled mesh STAs that are in the neighborhood of MCCAOP
owner and/or MCCAOP responders maintain a reservation allocation vector (RAV) to indicate
busy channel for the duration of theMCCAOP. RAV contains an index of futureMCCAOPs based
on the periods report informed by the MADV frame. To increase the reservation protection,
MCCA-enabledmesh STAs set their network allocation vector (NAV) at the first frame exchange
sequence in theMCCAOP. If RAV or NAV are active, MCCA-enabledmesh STAs cannot contend
for the channel access.
5.3 Related work
Resource reservation (RR) consists of ensuring enough bandwidth and/or channel access
opportunities for time-critical applications, in order to guarantee their QoS requirements. In
the literature, several RR techniques have been proposed to IEEE 802.11/11s networks aiming
to improve the performance of MAC mechanisms and to mitigate their impairments. This
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section summarizes the most relevant RR techniques, focusing on how RT traffic is modeled
and how network interference is considered.
The IETF proposed the integrated services (IntServ) [26] and differentiated services
(DiffServ) [27] architectures, seeking to enable end-to-end QoS provisioning in IP-based
networks. The IntServ follows a signaled-QoS model, in which the end-hosts announce their
QoS requirements to the network, while the DiffServ follows a provisioned-QoS model, in
which multiple traffic classes with varying QoS requirements are provided by the network
elements. However, when considering the RT communication support in WMNs, the IntServ is
not scalable, being restricted to scenarios with few nodes, and the DiffServ only provides best
effort delivery. Moreover, neither IntServ nor DiffServ are able to adequately deal with mobile
nodes.
To improve the EDCA mechanism, the EDCA with resource reservation (EDCA/RR) is
proposed to add distributed resource reservation, admission control, and scheduling [129].
In this mechanism, whenever a station needs to perform a reservation, it must broadcast
reservation requests and its QoS requirements must be known by the routing protocol.
Resources may only be reserved to high priority traffic, whereas the low priority traffic is
processed according to the default EDCA mechanism operation. A disadvantage of EDCA/RR
is that it only works for single-hop communication. In addition, despite considering an
interfering traffic pattern with specific payloads and periods, the authors did not evaluate its
impact over the RT communication itself. A similar approach to EDCA/RR is proposed in [49],
where stations reserve resources by sending requests, but their neighbors must be informed
about future transmissions in order to avoid frames collision. This technique itself does not
have any admission control nor any traffic differentiation scheme, which turns it unable to
prevent interfering traffic from colliding with frames for which resources were reserved.
The distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time (DARE) [52] is an MAC
mechanism that reserves time slots for RT traffic in an end-to-end basis. DARE extends the
RTS/CTS mechanism to multi-hop scenarios by introducing new control messages: request
to reserve (RTR) and clear to reserve (CTR), which are exchanged among nodes in the path
towards the destination in order to perform end-to-end reservations. During a reservation, the
nodes that are in the neighborhood of the reserved path must abstain from transmission by
setting their network allocation vector (NAV), in order to prevent from interfering upon the
RT communication. Despite DARE being able to offer reliable and efficient QoS support for
DCF scheme (which only provides best effort delivery), its performance with different access
categories of EDCA was not assessed by the authors. Moreover, the assessed communication
scenario was an IEEE 802.11mesh-based network, which is significantly different from an IEEE
802.11s WMN.
Timestamp-ordered MAC (TMAC) [54] aims to improve packet scheduling fairness in
WMNs. TMAC measures packet’s age by means of timestamps and considers it as the metric
for prioritization. This chapter proposes to employ a polling scheme by means of modified
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RTS/CTS control frames, where a transmitter polls its adjacent neighbors in a parent-child
relationship, seeking to confirm if they have older packets awaiting for transmission. This
polling scheme ensures that a STA cannot starve its children at the cost of its own transmission.
Despite the improved performance, TMAC only performs local ordering considering its
adjacent neighbors. Consequently, non-adjacent nodes may still interfere in the scheduling
scheme and degrade performance. Moreover, RTS/CTS may suffer from unpredictable delays
from uncontrolled traffic sources in the network which disturb the mechanism operation.
In [131], the authors propose anMACmechanism for 802.11-based networks that optimizes
the bandwidth resources usage, aiming the support for triple-play services. It distributes the
channel efficiently among stations running different applications, while prioritizing medium
access for time-critical applications. The proposed scheme adapts the interframe space and
TXOP limit values according to the traffic type and priority. Despite the improvement of
fairness in channel usage for both real-time and non-real-time applications with the proposed
scheme, the authors did not consider concurrent channel access from uncontrolled traffic
sources in the network.
Regarding the optional MCCA scheme, Krasilov et al. [43] have shown that it may suffer
from the external interference impact since the non-MCCAmesh STAs are not aware of MCCA
reservations. The authors propose an improved reservation allocation vector (RAV) setup,
called directional RAV (DRAV), in order to avoid the problem of ACK-induced interference,
which consists of a “collision” between an ACK frame and an MCCAOP reservation. The DRAV
scheme forbids a mesh STA to start an EDCA-TXOP if it crosses any MCCA reservation.
Gallardo et al. [84] propose an alternative approach to provide collision-free data
transmission for the MCCA scheme, in which an RTS/CTS-based mechanism with additional
control frames is used to notify the neighboring mesh STAs about the reservations, instead
of using the excessive beaconing broadcast employed by the MCCA scheme. Despite the
overhead reduction when compared to MCCA, this proposal does not perform any scheduling
nor admission control, and the authors do not consider any interfering traffic pattern in the
network.
Islam et al. [44] propose an enhanced MCCA (eMCCA) which allows MCCAOP owners to
sense the channel sooner by employing a new interframe space shorter than the minimum
AIFS length. It prevents non-MCCA mesh STAs from occupying the channel if they start the
contention with the MCCAOP owner during a reserved MCCAOP. In addition, a preemptive
channel access scheme is proposed to estimate future transmissions of MCCAOP owners.
It invokes early access by the MCCAOP owner if it is predicted that transmissions from
non-MCCA neighboring mesh STAs would foreshorten the MCCAOP reservation. Despite the
results have shown a throughput maximization and better MCCAOP reservation usage, the
preemptive access scheme is complex and may not be accurate. Its effectiveness depends
largely on estimations of the channel occupancy time for the traffic type thatwill be transmitted
by the non-MCCA neighbors of an MCCAOP owner. In the case of heterogeneous traffic types,
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these estimations may be inaccurate.
Another enhancement to MCCA is proposed in [85], which specifies a scheduler that
reserves dimensioned and contiguous MCCAOPs for each mesh STA rather than for each flow.
This scheme allows an overhead reduction and balances the voice capacity in the overall
network, regardless of the number of traversed hops. However, this mechanism may prevent
non-MCCA mesh STAs from transmitting at scheduled times, since their frames transmission
is postponed to after contiguous MCCAOPs. If several MCCAOPs are contiguously reserved,
the non-MCCA mesh STAs may experience several delays or even being prevented from
transmission.
As MCCA scheme only performs reservations between adjacent mesh STAs in the
neighborhood (i.e. single-hop reservations), the reservation-based HWMP (R-HWMP) has
been proposed to perform end-to-end bandwidth reservation amongmultiple mesh STAs [51].
R-HWMP modifies the HWMP control frames by introducing some of the flow specification
concepts of resource reservation protocol (RSVP). In the path discovery procedure, the
R-HWMP evaluates the number of required slots by each flow transmitted from a specific
source. Then, it uses the slot information to find available paths from the source to
the destination. Nevertheless, this technique may also suffer from the impact of external
interferences, since the required slots may be unavailable at the moment of path discovery
or flows transmission.
In [132], the authors discuss the unfairness on channel access of the MCCA scheme, when
dealing with bursty traffic. Since theMCCAmedium access fraction (MAF) limit has a constant
value, it leads to an equal-time fairness to all mesh STAs. However, due to the bursty traffic
nature and the traffic load variations in the network, themesh STAs need proportional channel
access based on their traffic load. Thus, the authors propose an adaptive scheme to MCCA
where each mesh STA estimates its traffic load, and, based on the required channel share,
the MAF limit is adapted to reflect the network utilization and provide per-STA proportional
fairness. Despite the improved fairness on channel access, the authors do not considered the
existence of other traffic sources in the network.
Khorov et al. [130] propose an adaptive reservation scheme to use MCCA for streaming
real-time multimedia traffic. This scheme adapts the number of MCCAOP reservations
according to the estimated channel conditions (i.e. delay and packet loss ratio). It
removes or adds reservations for additional transmission attempts, forming a new set of
reservations, in order to reduce the interference caused by non-adjacent neighbors (i.e.
two-hop distant neighbors) during the reserved periods. This scheme is able to provide support
for streaming real-timemultimedia traffic in the presence of interference, however the problem
of neighboring block is exacerbated, since the blockage is extended to nodeswhich are two-hop
distant, being even more restrictive than default MCCA scheme when dealing with concurrent
transmissions.
As it can be drawn from the aforementioned works, most of the authors do not consider
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the impact of interfering traffic over the RT communication, with a relevant exception for
the work presented in [130]. Moreover, the RR proposals available in the literature still
present some flaws, which turn them unreliable to be used in WMNs deployed in industrial
environments. In this context, the main motivation for this work is to propose and assess a
new resource reservation scheme, capable of mitigating the impairments of MACmechanisms
on supporting RT communication in 802.11s-basedWMNswhen thewireless channel is shared
with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources.
5.4 Mesh resource reservation scheme
TheMesh Resource Reservation (MRR) is an end-to-end resource reservation scheme designed
to support real-time (RT) traffic in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. It operates at MAC sublayer by
reserving opportunity windows, during which the neighboring mesh STAs are compelled to
contend for the channel in a slowdown contention mode. Opportunity windows are reserved
in a distributed manner for all mesh STAs that belong to an RT path. Adjacent neighbors are
informed about these reserved windows, and they are compelled to decrease their channel
access probabilities bymeans of larger contention parameters. This way, the RT traffic in the RT
path will benefit from channel access with less surrounding interferences, since the neighbor
stations will backoff for longer.
MRR is composed of four procedures: a) reservation set-up, where opportunity windows
are periodically reserved in mesh STAs; b) real-time data transmission, where messages
transmission follows the MRR rules; c) reservation repair, to repair a reservation in case of
change in the RT communication path; and d) reservation release, where the reservation is
released when no longer needed. The next subsections present a detailed description of each
procedure.
5.4.1 Reservation set-up
The reservation set-up is a process where opportunity windows are reserved in mesh STAs
that are involved in the RT communication, including their adjacent neighbors. The set-up is
performed before RT data transmission, where two new information elements (IEs) are defined
to manage reservations: MRR reservation request (MREQ) andMRR reservation reply (MREP).
These IEs are encapsulated in mesh action frames at the moment of their transmission.
It is worth noting that the standard specification allows the creation of new IEs (vendor
specific) [11]. Thus, the proposed IEs are standard-compliant and can be used in practical
implementations of IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
Figure 5.2 presents the IEs format defined for MRR. Both IEs have the first three fields
in common: the Element ID identifies the message type, the Length specifies the number of
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octets of the remaining element fields, and the Window ID specifies a unique identifier of
an opportunity window. The MREQ message (Figure 5.2a) also has the Window Start Time
field which specifies the time instant where the RT message is scheduled for transmission
(t'), the Window Duration defines the duration of the requested opportunity window (ω),
the Window Period is the periodicity (τ) of RT messages, and finally the Window Offset is an
offset (φ) to maintain the opportunity windows synchronized across multiple hops. The MREP
(Figure 5.2b), beyond the first three common fields, has yet theWindow Reply Status field that
indicates if a requested opportunity window was accepted or rejected.
Length
Window 
ID
Element 
ID
Window 
Duration
Window 
Period
Window 
Offset
Window 
Start Time
2 31 1 1 24
Octets:
Length
Window 
ID
Element 
ID
Window 
Reply Status
2 31 3
Octets:
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2 Information elements defined for MRR scheme: (a) MRR reservation request
(MREQ), and (b) MRR reservation reply (MREP).
The purpose of MREQ/MREP messages is to reserve opportunity windows along a path
from source to destination, and it is also used to inform the neighboring mesh STAs about the
reservation. MREQmessages are originated at the sourcemesh STA and forwarded hop-by-hop
towards the destination. As an MREQ message traverses the hops, it is also listened by the
adjacent neighbors of the current hop. Upon receiving MREQ/MREP messages, each mesh
STA is aware of the reservation. A reservation is only confirmed when the MREP message sent
from the destination is received at the source mesh STA. If that MREP message is not received
by the sourcemesh STA, the reservation is considered as not established and the whole process
should restart. Figure 5.3 illustrates an example of a basic reservation set-up performed by
mesh STAs exchanging MREQ/MREPmessages.
The reservation process is initiated by the sourcemesh STA when the application demands
the transmission of an RT message stream. The application sets the opportunity window
duration (ω), the source and the destination addresses, the required periodicity (τ), the time
that an RTmessage transmission is scheduled for transmission (t'), and an offset (φ). Then, the
source mesh STA creates an MREQmessage filling the fields with the information provided by
the application and forwards it towards the destination. As the number of hops increase, the
reserved opportunity window should be adjusted to start at t' + k×φ, where k is a hop counter.
The hop counter value is informed to the mesh STAs throughMREQmessages, which includes
the number of hops traversed until reaching the current STA.
To keep control of the reservations in the network, eachmesh STA keeps a local reservation
table. This reservation table contains all the information of the reserved opportunity windows,
as well as the RT path information in which are defined the source, next hop, and destination
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Figure 5.3 Example of MRR reservation set-up in a mesh grid topology. Mesh STAs 6, 7
and 12 are part of the RT path, where STAs 6 and 12 are the source and the
destination, respectively.
addresses. During theMREQ/MREPmessages exchange, before forwarding anMREQmessage,
amesh STA creates an entry on its reservation tablewith the information provided by theMREQ
message, and sets the reservation status to requested. Upon receiving an MREQ message,
the destination mesh STA, aside from filling its reservation table, creates an MREP message,
and forwards it in order to confirm the requested reservation. When an intermediate mesh
STA receives an MREP message, it updates the reservation entry by changing the status to
confirmed. Then, themesh STA forwards theMREPmessage to the next hop towards the source.
Once the source receives the MREPmessage, the reservation set-up is finished.
The path establishment is managed by the default hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP).
However, to establish the reservations in an end-to-end basis, the path between the source and
the destination must be symmetric. To ensure this, the MREP messages are only addressed
based on the reservation table information, without requesting any new routes to HWMP.
The MRR scheme also allows the reservation of multiple opportunity windows. In the case
of a mesh STA transmitting multiple RT streams, the opportunity windows for each stream
are allowed to overlap in the transmission schedule, as illustrated in the Figure 5.4. Contrary
to DARE [52] and MCCA [11], where multiple reservations cannot overlap in the same mesh
STA and are shifted in time when conflicting, MRR does allow overlapping windows, where
a window can start when another one is already running, resulting in a continuous larger
window.
5.4.2 Real-time data transmission
Upon reservation establishment, the RT data transmission can be initiated by the source mesh
STA following the reserved opportunity windows schedule. During the channel access, mesh
STAs follow the normal EDCA contention procedure.
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Figure 5.4 Example of two opportunity windows overlapping in a mesh STA.
An opportunity window is started according to the periodicity of the RT message
stream. Upon acquiring the channel access, the RT message should be transmitted
inside its opportunity window. If it misses its opportunity window, it will be prone to
interferences of mesh STAs in the neighborhood. RT messages that eventually collide or miss
acknowledgment during their transmission can be retransmitted as many times as defined by
EDCA’s retransmission attempt parameter.
Whenever an opportunity window starts, the neighboring mesh STAs will have their
EDCAF contention parameter values increased, and therefore will be compelled to delay their
messages transfer. Specifically, the AIFSN[AC] value is set to 15 for all ACs, based on (2×N)+1,
where N is the maximum AIFSN value defined to the background class (i.e. N = 7). Moreover,
the contention window values are set to aCWmin = 511 and aCWmax = 1,023, which are the
maximum CW values defined by EDCA. It is important to note that during the opportunity
windows, mesh STAs implementing the MRR scheme transmit RT traffic by using the EDCA
voice priority, and their contention parameters are set to the default values, differently from
MCCA, in which the contention parameters of all ACs are reduced to minimum values.
During the RT data transmission, each mesh STA that is reservation-aware needs to
determine the time instant when an opportunity window starts. While the RT message
traverses the path towards the destination, the opportunity window start time (θ) at each
hop will be adjusted in order to keep the synchronism in the subsequent mesh STAs. The
neighboring mesh STAs must also determine the θ value in order to keep track of the current
opportunity windows. The θ value is determined based on the transmission schedule time of
an RT message (t') at the source, and it depends on the hop count (k) and the offset (φ) values.
These values are informed by the mesh STAs that belong to the RT path during the reservation
set-up phase. The θ value is given by:
θidk+1 = t
id
+k×φ (5.2)
where id corresponds to the RT message stream identifier number, tid is the time instant when
a RT data transmission is scheduled to start (i.e. the timestamp that the first message should
be sent by the sourcemesh STA). To exemplify how these parameters act during an RTmessage
transmission, Figure 5.5 illustrates a set of reserved opportunity windows in an end-to-end
communication.
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Figure 5.5 Example of RT message transmission with reserved opportunity windows
across multiple hops.
According to the Figure 5.5, the opportunity window (ω1) at the source mesh STA is started
at t' (i.e. θ11 = t') since the hop count is zero. Afterwards, in the mesh STA 2, the hop count is 1
and then Eq. (5.2) needs to be applied in order to adjust the opportunity window start (θ12). The
same principle is applied to the subsequent hops until the nth mesh STA in the path (i.e. the
destination), that will be synchronized with tid+ (n−1)×φ.
5.4.3 Reservation repair
An established reservation eventually might be broken during the RT data transmission, either
by topology change or link failure. If a reservation becomes broken, a repair function must be
invoked in order to reestablish the reserved opportunity windows and continue the RT data
transmission. A broken reservation is detected when a mesh STA is no longer able to reach its
next hop in the path, i.e., it is considered that when acknowledgments are not received after
successive transmission attempts on three consecutive opportunity windows.
The reservation repair is performed in two steps: firstly, the MAC sublayer indicates a
broken link and the HWMP routing protocol takes place by updating the path. After the new
path establishment, the reservation table of mesh STAs involved in the RT path is updated
accordingly. The reservation repair can be performed locally or globally, as described below:
– Local repair: only themesh STAs that were involved in the broken link vicinity will update
locally their reservation tables. This local repair is effective and causes low signaling on
the mesh network.
– Global repair: if the reservation repair is initiated by the source mesh STA, the whole
reservation will be updated.
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5.4.4 Reservation release
Once a reservation is no longer needed, the MRR invokes the reservation release procedure. In
order to reduce control overhead, MRR avoids to send additional control messages to release
the reservations. Therefore, a timeout strategy is employed, where if a mesh STA does not
receive any RT data during a defined timeout period, the reservation will be released. After
releasing the reservation, the EDCAF contention values of mesh STAs are reverted back to their
default values.
5.5 Issues related to the channel access inWMNs
In a previous research work [42], we assessed the communication performance of EDCA
scheme to support RT traffic in an IEEE 802.11s WMN, when the channel is shared with
uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources. Based on a set of simulations, it could be observed that
the RT communication behavior is directly affected by the presence of non-RT traffic sources.
We found that the default contention parameter values used by EDCA are not adequate to
provide the required service differentiation for traffic with temporal constraints, since the
EDCA scheme is not able to separate the higher priority traffic from the traffic transmitted at
lower priority classes. When increasing the network utilization by non-RT traffic sources, we
noticed a degradation of the performancemetrics, indicating that the default parameter values
should be set differently.
This problem ismainly related to the randombackoff timer employed by EDCA for channel
access. If two stations transmitting traffic of different priorities (i.e. at different access
categories) have their backoff timer simultaneously expired, a collision occurs on channel
access and a new backoff procedure is started for each station, this way delaying the channel
access for the highest priority traffic (see Figure 5.6a).
The design of resource reservation mechanisms for WMNs must consider this EDCA
delaying effect. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 5.6, where the medium access of
two STAs is compared when using EDCA, MCCA or MRR access schemes.
For this example, consider that mesh STAs 1 and 2 are transmitting data frames at priority
AC_VI and AC_VO, respectively, and that both stations are using IEEE 802.11g as PHY layer. By
definition aCW[VI]min = 7, aCW[VO]min = 5, and AIFSN = 2. From Eq. (5.1), both stations have
the same AIFS length, then they sense the channel at the same time. The backoff timer (BO)
can be calculated as follows:
BO=U (0,CWi)×aSlotTime (5.3)
whereU (0,CWi) is a uniform distribution over the interval 0 and CWi, where CWi = (2×CWi-1+
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Figure 5.6 Example of medium access of two mesh STAs with (a) normal EDCA scheme,
(b) MCCA scheme, and (c) MRR scheme. Mesh STA 1 is an adjacent neighbor
of mesh STA 2.
1) at ith backoff stage, and aSlotTime is the slot time duration defined by the PHY layer. At the
initial backoff stage a value is uniformly selected from U (0,aCWmin).
Suppose that both stations are in their initial BO stage, then we have U (0,7) for video class
and U (0,5) for voice class. If both distributions generate the same value, the stations will have
the same BO time, and when it reaches zero they will start their transmission simultaneously,
causing a collision. This problem also occurs with low priority classes, however with lower
probability of occurrence, since the CW size is increased at each backoff stage until reaching
aCWmax = 1,023.
To overcome this problem, in the MCCA scheme, mesh stations that are owner of an
MCCAOP have their channel contention values reduced in order to gain the channel sooner.
With AIFSN = 1 and aCWmin = 0, the MCCAOP owner experiences no competition from other
stations during the channel contention on a reservation. However, during an MCCAOP, the
mesh STAs in the neighborhood are abstained from transmission since they set RAV/NAV
timers (see Figure 5.6b). When considering the worst-case scenario, the channel access by
these neighboring mesh STAs only occur after the end of the MCCAOP, and also after waiting
for an AIFS[AC] period and a randombackoff time. The amount of time that a station is blocked
for transmission (i.e. holding time) can be denoted as follows:
Holding time = TMCCAOP+AIFS[AC]+BO (5.4)
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where TMCCAOP is the remaining time of an MCCAOP reservation.
Moreover, EDCA-TXOPs on the current MCCAOP owner are not allowed to overlap any
MCCAOP reservation. The following condition should be satisfied, otherwise a randombackoff
is performed:
TDATA+TSIFS+TACK < cur rent_t ime+TMCCAOP (5.5)
where TDATA is the transmission time of a data frame inside an EDCA-TXOP, TSIFS is the
aSIFSTime, and TACK is the transmission time of an acknowledge frame.
Concerning this blocking mechanism employed by MCCA scheme, it is very restrictive
to the neighboring traffic. In industrial environments this is not feasible to apply, since
some applications may experience communication issues due to delayed data delivery. In
addition, the blocking mechanism prevents the mesh action frames from being transmitted,
where it may cause unexpected delays on peer management and path selection procedures.
Furthermore, if other RT streams are traversing the neighborhood of a reservation, MCCAmay
block their transmission to accomplish the reservation schedule, i.e., crossing reservationsmay
block each other.
When considering the DARE scheme [52], it also employs a blocking mechanism by setting
NAV timers to the stations in the neighborhood of a reservation. It is less restrictive thanMCCA,
once EDCA-TXOPs in the same stationmay overlap the reservations, and crossing reservations
do not block each other. However, the problem behind the DARE scheme is related to its
design, where lost RT messages are not retransmitted by any means, and also the successfully
delivered messages are only acknowledged at the destination. This scheme design may lead
to an increased message loss ratio, and, consequently, the RT traffic may experience more
deadline misses.
The MRR scheme was proposed to mitigate the impairments that arise from the random
backoff and the blocking mechanisms. During a reserved opportunity window, instead of
setting RAV/NAV timers, the neighboring mesh STAs set their EDCAF contention parameters
for larger values, delaying the transfer of all the neighboring traffic (slowdown contention
mode). The backoff timer at the first stage of mesh STAs will follow the distribution U (0,511),
and in the remaining stages will follow U (0,1023), this way reducing the probability of
collisions, since the uniform distribution generates values for backoff from a wider range. With
this set of EDCAF parameters, the neighboring mesh STAs gain the channel access later (see
Figure 5.6c), while the mesh STAs transmitting RT traffic may benefit from the channel access
with less surrounding interferences, since the network utilization during the reservations is
alleviated. Moreover, seeking to mitigate the issues that arise from the blocking mechanism,
a significant improvement to the MCCA scheme can be easily implemented by replacing the
RAV/NAV timers by the slowdown contentionmode. In the improvedMCCA scheme, defined in
this chapter asMCCA+MRR, the RT traffic is transmitted using the reduced channel contention
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values ofMCCA scheme, whereas the non-RT traffic in the neighborhood follows the slowdown
contention mode of MRR scheme.
5.6 Simulationmodel
In this section, we present a simulation assessment of several resource reservation (RR)
mechanisms, specifically when those mechanisms are applied upon the MAC sublayer of IEEE
802.11s to support RT communication. The scenario of interest consists of a WMN where the
RT traffic (traffic generated by high priority applications) and the non-RT traffic (interference
traffic) share the same wireless channel. The target of the presented simulations is to assess
how the MRR scheme is able to support RT communication when the wireless channel is
subject to interference of uncontrolled traffic sources. It is also carried out a comparison
amongMRR andMCCA+MRR versus EDCA, MCCA, and DARE schemes.
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Figure 5.7 5 × 5 stationary grid topology.
A square grid topology with 25 stationary stations disposed in an area of 128 × 128 m
was considered to guarantee that the network topology is well-balanced (see Figure 5.7). To
avoidmesh peering instability, and tomitigate the hidden and exposed terminal problems, the
antenna gains of mesh STAs were defined to reach just their adjacent neighbors. All mesh STAs
were set to operate using IEEE 802.11g PHY standard, with the PHY/MAC parameter values as
defined in Table 5.1.
In the simulation assessment, the number of reserved slots was varied for each RR scheme,
in order to evaluate the impact of different reservation durations upon the RT communication.
The offset (φ) value is fixed, since the RT message streams are periodic. The reservation
parameters used for simulation are defined in Table 5.2. These reservation parameters are
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Table 5.1 IEEE 802.11g PHY/MAC parameters.
Parameter Description Value
Data rate Constant data rate (no rate adaptation) 24 Mbps
Channel number Fixed channel number 6 (2.437 GHz)
Energy detection threshold — −96 dBm
Ccamode 1 threshold Clear channel assessment threshold −99 dBm
Antenna type — Omnidirectional
Tx/Rx gain Antenna gain for transmission/reception 1.0 dBi
Tx power Transmission power level 16.0206 dBm (40 mW)
Rx noise figure SNR degradation in the receiver 7 dB
Propagation loss model — Log-distance
Error rate model — Nist OFDM [123]
common for the assessment of the evaluated RR schemes, except those specific for the MCCA
scheme.
The MCCA scheme was modified to perform end-to-end reservations. Basically, MCCA
setup requests are forwarded hop-by-hop towards the destination, following the path defined
by HWMP. During the forwarding process, the neighbors along the path receive MCCAOP
advertisements (MADV) in order to be informed about the opportunity windows. The schedule
of MCCAOP in the first hop is similar to MCCA, where the MCCAOP start after DTIM beacon
plus the offset (see Figure 5.1). However, in the following hops, the MCCAOPs are scheduled
similarly to MRR, where the relation k×φ is applied every hop (see Figure 5.5). It is important
to note that MCCA offset is different from theMRR offset (φ). In the former, the offset is used to
set the first schedule of MCCAOP in the DTIM interval, whereas the later is used to adjust the
opportunity windows schedule across multiple hops in the path.
Table 5.2 Resource reservation parameters.
Parameter Description Value
DTIM beacon interval Delivery traffic indication message interval 512 ms
Slot length Duration of a reserved slot 32 µs
ω Reservation length (in slots) 16, 32, 64 and 128
ωmax Maximum ω value 128 slots (4,096 µs)
φ Opportunity window offset 4 slots (128 µs)
MCCAOP offset First MCCAOP schedule in the DTIM interval 0 slots*
* It means that the MCCAOP schedule is performed immediately after the DTIM beacon.
To perform end-to-end reservations, the path between the source and the destination of
an RT message stream must be symmetric. To ensure this, upon HWMP path resolution,
the path information is stored in the reservation table of mesh STAs. This way, the mesh
STAs transmitting the reservation setup messages follow the path information based on their
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reservation table.
The simulation experiments were carried out using the network simulator 3 (ns-3), and
were run in simulation batches with a duration of 400 s, being the first 200 s considered for
the mesh discovery process. The path selection is performed by the HWMP in proactive mode,
where a mesh STA is selected as root in order to coordinate the path selection in the network.
To assess if the RR schemes can reliably support RT traffic when the channel is shared with
interfering non-RT traffic sources, we consider that at least 85% of deadlines must be met. If
the ratio of deadlinemisses is greater than 15%, the RR scheme is considered inefficient to deal
with interference traffic, and, therefore, it is not adequate for QoS provisioning for RT traffic.
This threshold is called deadline miss threshold (DMT).
5.6.1 Trafficmodel
The simulation assessment considers four RT message streams traversing the mesh network
with small fixed-sizedmessages of 80 and 300 bytes, and constant periodicities of 50 and 200ms
(see Table 5.3). The deadlines of RT message streams are equal to their periods. These streams
are transmitted at the highest EDCA priority class voice and use user datagram protocol (UDP)
as the transport-layer protocol.
Table 5.3 Real-time message streams definition.
Message stream # Mesh source Mesh destination Message size (bytes) Periodicity (ms)
1 STA 1 STA 25 80 50
2 STA 21 STA 5 80 200
3 STA 25 STA 1 300 200
4 STA 5 STA 21 300 50
The non-RT interference trafficwasmodeled tomimic a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)
conversation. It works as a request-response protocol in the client-server computing model.
Clients send requests to a server, which returns responses with the requested content. Usually,
the requested content contains several objects (e.g., images, text, videos, or audio). Thus, once
a server receives a request, it answers with one or multiple objects, which constitute several
bursts of data.
To mimic the HTTP conversation behavior, it was considered a client side and a server
side, exactly as defined in previous research work [42]. Table 5.4 summarizes the parameters
used to define the HTTP trafficmodel, that uses the transmission control protocol (TCP) as the
transport-layer protocol. To summarize the HTTP trafficmodel, a client sends requests varying
from 10 to 2,500 bytes according to a specified periodicity (modeled by a Poisson process)
and once the server receives a request, it responds after approximately 130 ms with bursts of
multiple objects varying from 50 bytes to 2 Mbytes.
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Table 5.4 HTTP traffic parametrization.
Parameter Statistical characterization
Client request size


Truncated log-normal distribution:
mean = 300 bytes (µ = 5.61, σ = 0.47)
min = 10 bytes, max = 2,500 bytes
Client request interval


Truncated Poisson process:
mean = variable
max = 30 s
Server response object size


Truncated log-normal distribution:
mean = 7,800 bytes (µ = 6.17, σ = 2.36)
min = 50 bytes, max = 2 Mbytes
Number of objects per server response


Truncated Pareto distribution:
mean = 5.64
min = 2 objects, max = 50 objects
Server response delay


Truncated Poisson process:
mean = 130 ms (λ = 7.69)
max = 250 ms
Five mesh STAs were defined to implement the HTTP traffic model, being one server and
four clients. The non-RT interference traffic is set to be transmitted using multiple EDCA
priority classes: 30% is transmitted using voice, 30% video, and 40% background classes. In
order to provide an interference equally distributed across the mesh network, the interfering
nodes were located at themiddle of themesh grid, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. The HTTP server
is the mesh STA 13, and the HTTP clients are mesh STAs 7, 17, 9, and 19.
We defined different values for the network utilization (U ) imposed by the interfering
stations, specifically: 10%, 30%, and 50%. For U = 10%, the client requests are sent with a
mean periodicity of 125 ms, for U = 30% with 42 ms and for U = 50% with 25 ms. These
periodicity values are used as the mean value for the Poisson process that defines the client
request interval.
5.6.2 Performancemetrics
As performancemetrics, we considered the end-to-end delay and the average ratios of deadline
misses and message losses. The end-to-end delay considers the average of the sum of all the
delays of each sender/receiver node pair throughout the path to destination. The delay of
each node pair is the time interval between the time instant when the acknowledge frame of
a message i arrives at the receiver’s queue and the time instant when the message i arrives at
sender’s queue.
The deadlinemiss ratio highlights the ratio of messages that exceed their bounded delivery
time, considering the difference between the time instant when amessage i was received at the
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destination and the time instant when message i was sent from the source. If this difference
between these time instants is greater than the message deadline, the message is deemed
to have missed its deadline. In addition, a message that is dropped (due to exceeding its
transmission attempt count or due to the queue’s control algorithm) is also deemed to have
exceeded its deadline.
Finally, the message loss ratio considers the messages that were effectively dropped due to
transmission errors, or due to exceeding their transmission attempt count.
5.7 Simulation results
Communication scenarios have been simulated to assess the performance of the resource
reservation (RR) schemes to support RT traffic in a WMN, when the wireless channel is shared
with non-RT traffic. For the sake of simplicity, only the results that concern RT traffic will be
presented. For all the assessed scenarios, the number of reserved slots varies from 16 to 128, as
well as the network utilization by interfering traffic from 0 to 50%.
5.7.1 Assessing the impact of neighborhood blocking
The first simulation scenario concerns the assessment of the impact of neighboring blocking
mechanisms upon the RT communication.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the histogram and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
end-to-end delay for the RT message stream 1 (from mesh STA 1 to mesh STA 25) when using
the MCCA scheme for medium access control, with different number of reserved slots, and
without any external traffic sources. RT streams 2, 3 and 4 have shown a similar behavior.
Analyzing Figure 5.8, the end-to-end delay presents distinct behaviors for different number
of reserved slots. It is noticeable a higher delay and a disturbance in CDF when the number
of reserved slots for an MCCAOP is increased. Clearly, the worst-case scenario is when
the maximum number of slots is reserved, in which the NAV/RAV timers of the stations in
the neighborhood of MCCAOPs are set for longer periods. Due to longer MCCAOPs, the
RT messages that may traverse concurrently the stations in the middle of the mesh grid,
may be blocked by the reservations of each other, causing this increased delay in the RT
communication. Moreover, the mesh management frames transmitted in the neighborhood
are also subject to the blocking, causing unexpected delays in the peering formation and
routing management, which directly impacts on the RT communication performance.
It is worth noting that this communication behavior is without any interfering traffic in
the network. When increasing the network utilization (U ) of the interfering traffic to 10%,
30%, and 50%, the behavior of MCCA scheme is similar to the presented, but with increased
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Figure 5.8 Histogram and CDF of end-to-end delay for RTmessage stream 1 when using
MCCA scheme with different number of reserved slots.
delay values. These results indicate that the blocking mechanism of MCCA scheme is highly
restrictive when longer MCCAOPs are reserved, since concurrent reservations may block each
other, impacting upon RT communication performance.
Regarding the other assessed MAC mechanisms, Figure 5.9 illustrates the histogram and
CDF of end-to-end delay for four RT message streams with 128 slots reserved, when subject
to 50% of network utilization by interfering traffic (i.e. the worst-case scenario).
From Figure 5.9a, it is possible to notice that the blocking mechanism imposed by DARE
scheme is less restrictive than of the MCCA scheme, where the histogram and CDF are less
disturbed. However, DARE presents a higher delay when considering U = 50%. This result
indicates that DARE scheme, in spite of not presenting blocking issues, is not efficient to deal
with external traffic sources. When considering the MRR scheme, which does not employ any
blockingmechanism, the end-to-end delay of RT streams is greatly reduced when compared to
DARE (see Figure 5.9b). This result indicates that the slowdown contention mode imposed by
MRR over the neighboring stations is quite effective to control the interferences and to reduce
the end-to-end delay of RT communication.
The communication performance of MCCA+MRR is presented in the Figure 5.9c. The
results present a reduction of end-to-end delay, indicating that by combining the prioritized
channel access for the RT traffic and the MRR slowdown contention mode, it becomes
possible to efficiently deal with external traffic sources, and consequently to improve the RT
communication behavior, without blocking the transmissions in the neighborhood.
5.7.2 Assessing the effectiveness of resource reservation schemes
The second simulation scenario concerns the assessment of the effectiveness of RR schemes on
QoS provisioning for the RT traffic, when dealing with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources in
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Figure 5.9 Histogram and CDF of end-to-end delay for four RT streams when using
different RR schemes with 128 reserved slots andU = 50%. (a) DARE, (b)MRR,
and (c) MCCA+MRR.
the network. Table 5.5 presents the average end-to-end delay and the ratios of deadline misses
andmessage losses for one RTmessage stream when using different RR schemes.
Analyzing the results of Table 5.5, all the RR schemes were able to effectively reduce the
average end-to-end delay, and, with the exception of the DARE scheme, to reduce the ratios
of deadline misses and message losses when compared to the EDCA scheme. Even when
the network utilization is at 50%, a significant reduction on the metric values is observed,
indicating that RR schemes are effective to deal with uncontrolled traffic sources in the WMN,
and support RT communication in an end-to-end basis.
Among the evaluated RR schemes, DARE has presented the worst performance regardless
of the number of reserved slots. Despite the reduced delay when compared to EDCA scheme,
DARE presents a huge degradation on the ratios of deadline misses and message losses when
the network utilization is above 10%. The higher number of message losses is caused by
both the acknowledgment procedure at the destination node only, and by the restriction on
the retransmission of lost RT messages. Moreover, above 30% of network utilization, the RT
message stream presents approximately 20% of deadline misses, which is an unacceptable
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Table 5.5 Communication performance of RT stream 1when using different RR schemes
andmultiple reserved slots.
MAC
mechanism
Network utilization (%)
10 30 50
Reserved slots Reserved slots Reserved slots
16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128
Average end-to-end delay (ms)
EDCA 8.02 — — — — 13.98 — — — — 21.66 — — — —
MRR — 1.35 1.28 1.22 1.19 — 2.59 2.25 1.93 1.76 — 4.22 3.49 2.78 2.32
DARE — 1.78 1.74 1.75 1.73 — 4.91 4.84 4.86 4.76 — 9.20 9.01 8.99 8.85
MCCA — 1.32 2.21 3.93 7.11 — 1.32 2.24 4.01 7.25 — 1.35 2.27 4.07 7.40
MCCA+MRR — 1.81 1.65 1.69 1.65 — 2.67 2.15 1.76 1.69 — 3.80 2.76 1.87 1.74
Deadlinemiss ratio (%)
EDCA 12.69 — — — — 17.48 — — — — 20.97 — — — —
MRR — 1.65 1.91 1.79 1.82 — 3.59 3.63 3.80 3.95 — 5.42 5.53 5.75 5.70
DARE — 7.54 8.12 6.96 7.02 — 19.69 18.66 19.39 19.04 — 29.50 28.19 28.17 26.80
MCCA — 1.36 1.31 1.80 2.39 — 1.43 1.31 1.86 2.44 — 1.68 1.46 2.12 2.55
MCCA+MRR — 3.55 3.27 3.57 3.59 — 6.65 6.90 4.94 4.20 — 8.54 9.14 5.87 4.46
Message loss ratio (%)
EDCA 9.89 — — — — 11.63 — — — — 12.82 — — — —
MRR — 1.64 1.90 1.79 1.82 — 3.50 3.56 3.76 3.93 — 5.09 5.31 5.61 5.63
DARE — 7.51 8.09 6.94 7.00 — 19.45 18.42 19.17 18.82 — 28.67 27.40 27.39 26.05
MCCA — 1.36 1.31 1.80 2.38 — 1.43 1.31 1.86 2.42 — 1.68 1.46 2.12 2.55
MCCA+MRR — 3.13 2.83 3.07 3.06 — 6.31 6.51 4.50 3.71 — 8.12 8.72 5.56 4.18
value when considering RT applications in industrial environments.
Regarding the MCCA scheme, distinct behaviors can be observed when considering
the minimum and the maximum number of reserved slots. As indicated in the previous
scenario, the end-to-end delay of RT streams increases when the number of reserved slots is
increased. This problem is related to the blockingmechanism, which blocks the concurrent RT
transmissions in the neighborhood. On the other hand, when the number of reserved slots is
decreased to the minimum, the RT communication is greatly improved, since the problem of
blocking concurrent RT transmissions is minimized with shorter MCCAOPs.
Moreover, the MCCA scheme excels by presenting almost constant metric values when a
fixed number of reserved slots is considered, regardless of the network utilization imposed
by the interfering traffic. Due to the blocking mechanism in the neighborhood and the
prioritized channel access, in which the channel contention values are minimum, the stations
transmitting RTmessages experience no competition from other stations during a reservation,
since they are able to gain access to the channel sooner. Thus, the RT communication
presents constant metric values. These results indicate that MCCA scheme efficiently deals
with uncontrolled traffic sources in the network, when shorter MCCAOPs are reserved.
MRR and MCCA+MRR schemes also significantly reduce the end-to-end delay for the RT
streams. Both schemes present an improved performance when the maximum number of
slots is reserved. Longer reservation durations induce the slowdown contention mode of
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neighboring stations for longer, thus minimizing the impact of non-RT traffic transmission
upon RT communication. However, when the network utilization is increased, both schemes
present a slightly degradation on the ratios of deadline misses and messages losses. As if
no blocking mechanism is used, it is expected some disturbance in the RT communication
performance.
Despite the slightly worst performance when compared to MCCA, the MRR and
MCCA+MRR schemes efficiently control the external traffic sources without employing any
blocking mechanism over the neighboring transmissions. These results indicate that the
slowdown contention mode is an efficient alternative to the blocking mechanism of MCCA
scheme.
5.7.3 Assessing the effectiveness of resource reservation schemes across multiple
hops
A final simulation scenario concerns the assessment of the effectiveness of RR schemes when
the number of traversed hops in the path is increased. For this specific assessment, to assess
the communication performance with no concurrent RT transmissions, we considered only
one RT stream traversing the network, specifically the RT stream 1 (see Table 5.3). Moreover,
the mesh STAs belonging to the path are traversed by the RT stream only once, i.e., any mesh
STA is repeated/revisited in the path.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the communication performance of one RT message stream when
traversing multiple hops with a network utilization of 50%. The number of hops was varied
from 4 to 16 in steps of 4. To ensure that the RT streams traverses exactly the defined number
of hops, a fixed path was specified in the HWMP routing table of each station.
Commonly, when the number of hops is increased, the performancemetric values worsen.
When analyzing the behavior of the RR schemes regarding the number of traversed hops, this
common behavior is no exception.
Regarding the MCCA scheme, when the number of traversed hops is greater than 8, the
performance metric values present a sharp degradation, regardless of the number of reserved
slots. Despite not having any concurrent RT transmissions, this behavior is justified, once
again, by the blocking mechanism, which restricts the transmission of mesh management
frames in the neighborhood ofMCCAOPs. Since themesh grid in this assessment has 25 nodes,
when the RT message stream traverses 10 or more hops (without repetition), a considerable
portion of the grid is blocked by the reservations, causing disturbances in the mesh peering
formation and routing management, and consequently increasing the delay and the ratios of
deadline misses and message losses. However, despite the degradation on metrics, the MCCA
schemewhen reserving shorter MCCAOPs is still able to keep the deadlinemiss ratio below the
defined DMT value of 15%.
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Figure 5.10 Communication performance of one RT message stream across multiple
hopswhen using different RR schemeswithU = 50%. (a) Average end-to-end
delay, (b) deadline miss ratio, and (c) message loss ratio.
The MRR and MCCA+MRR schemes provide a relatively low and almost constant
end-to-end delay as the number of traversed hops increases. However, when the number
of hops is above 12, the DMT value is exceeded, indicating that both schemes present some
degradation on the ratios of deadline misses and messages losses with higher number of
traversed hops.
The DARE scheme, due to the problems previously discussed regarding the restriction
on lost messages retransmission, and the acknowledgment at the destination only, presents
a remarkable degradation on the performance metrics when the number of hops increases,
which turns the scheme unsuitable to support RT traffic in the WMNs.
These results indicate that the RR schemes are efficient to provide QoS guarantees to the
RT traffic while dealing with uncontrolled traffic sources, only when the number of hops in the
path is below 12. In addition, the RT communication benefits from the usage of the slowdown
contention mode, instead of blocking the stations in the neighborhood.
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5.8 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a new resource reservation (RR) scheme, called Mesh Resource
Reservation (MRR), proposed as an end-to-end reservation scheme targeting the RT
communication support in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. The objective of the proposed scheme
is to provide QoS guarantees to the RT traffic when the wireless channel is shared with
uncontrolled traffic sources. For this purpose, the MRR scheme reserves time intervals in
the stations belonging to an RT path, during which the neighboring stations contend for the
channel in a slowdown contention mode. A set of simulation results demonstrates that the
RT communication benefits from the usage of RR schemes, where the performance metrics
were greatly improved. However, some relevant impairments which limit the effectiveness of
MCCA and DARE schemes on QoS provisioning were also identified. Despite the improved
communication performance when using theMCCA scheme in end-to-end communication, it
presents some issues when dealing with concurrent RT message streams transmission. Due to
its blocking mechanism, concurrent reservations may block the transmission of each other,
causing unpredictable delays and consequently disturbing the overall RT communication.
Regarding the DARE scheme, it restricts the retransmission of lost RT messages which leads
to increased ratios of message losses and deadline misses, by turning it inefficient to deal with
uncontrolled traffic sources in the network.
Due to these impairments, the MRR scheme takes place by employing the slowdown
contention mode to deal with uncontrolled traffic sources which does not restrict the non-RT
communication in the neighborhood. The slowdown contention mode relies on increased
channel contention values, which retard the channel access by non-RT traffic transmissions.
Despite presenting slightly worse metric values when compared to MCCA, the MRR scheme
was efficient to reduce the end-to-end delay and the ratios of message losses and deadline
misses of the RT communication, even considering concurrent reservations.
Considering the effectiveness of the MRR scheme in dealing with non-RT traffic
interferences, and to mitigate the MCCA impairments that arise from its blocking mechanism,
we devised and assessed an improvedMCCA scheme, named asMCCA+MRR, which combines
the prioritized channel access of MCCA and the slowdown contention mode of MRR. The
results demonstrate that this combination of schemes is efficient to deal with uncontrolled
traffic sources, since the performance metrics of RT communication were also improved.
This assessment indicates that RR schemes which rely on blocking mechanisms are
restrictive and should not be used to support RT communication in 802.11s WMNs. This
way, we suggest to apply the slowdown contention mode as an efficient scheme to deal with
uncontrolled traffic sources while providing QoS guarantees to the RT communication.
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and future work
This chapter presents the final considerations regarding the research results achieved
in this work, highlighting how the contributions have fulfilled the original research
objectives. Moreover, some research directions that may emerge from this work are
presented.
6.1 Conclusions
The major motivation for the research work presented in this thesis was to propose efficient
schemes targeting the support of real-time (RT) communication in IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh
networks (WMNs). Within this context, several approaches to support RT communication
have been presented, with special emphasis to QoS solutions for 802.11-based WMNs. The
main focus of this research work was the design and assessment of communication solutions
intended to support RT communication in shared wireless mesh environments.
Initially, a study of the state-of-the-art on QoS provisioning and RT communication
support in 802.11-based WMNs has been done. The literature related to the topic has been
reviewed, seeking to identify the current QoS solutions, as well as the main challenges,
impairments and requirements. As key challenges and impairments, we have identified
that, beyond the unreliability of wireless channels, the multi-hop communication exacerbate
some impairments, such as: a) the hidden and exposed terminal problems; b) throughput
degradation acrossmultiple hops; c) instability of wireless links; and d) the lack of a centralized
channel access control. We have found out that most of these impairments are caused by the
inability of medium access control (MAC)mechanisms to provide fairness in channel access in
multi-hop communication scenarios.
In this sense, seeking to complement and verify these findings, we have assessed the
behavior of the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) scheme, which is the default
MAC mechanism of 802.11s WMN standard, regarding its capacity to support real-time
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communication. We have demonstrated, by extensive simulation experiments using network
simulator 3 (ns-3), that the EDCA mechanism is not able to provide the adequate service
differentiation for RT traffic when the wireless medium is shared with uncontrolled non-RT
traffic sources. The non-RT traffic severely impacts on the real-time communication
performance. The non-deterministic backoff mechanism employed by EDCA leads to
unpredictable channel access delays, and also to the priority inversion issue, where the traffic
transmitted at high-priority queues may have longer backoff timer than that transmitted at
low-priority queues, consequently may access the channel later. Since the RT traffic has
specific service requirements, such as strict transmission deadlines, this priority inversion
issue impairs the provision of QoS guarantees for time-constrained traffic.
This way, to support real-time communication in WMNs it is necessary to provide
additional means to improve the MACmechanisms, aiming to surpass these impairments. For
this purpose, the EDCA MAC mechanism should be improved by robust QoS solutions, such
as resource reservation, admission and congestion control, rate adaptation andmulti-channel
capability. Among them, we have pointed out that themost promising QoS solution to support
RT communication is the reservation of dedicated resources for time-constrained traffic.
Within this context, we have proposed the mesh resource reservation (MRR) scheme
to improve the EDCA MAC mechanism with resource reservation capabilities in order to
provide end-to-end QoS guarantees for real-time traffic in 802.11s WMNs. The MRR scheme
reserves time intervals duringwhich the neighboring stations of a real-time path are compelled
to contend for the channel in a slowdown contention mode. Through several simulation
experiments, we assessed the performance ofMRR scheme, and the results have shown that the
slowdown contention mode is able to reduce the surrounding interferences over the real-time
traffic, and therefore is able to improve the overall communication performance. Moreover,
we have compared the performance of the MRR scheme with MCF controlled channel access
(MCCA) and distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for real-time (DARE) resource
reservation schemes. We have demonstrated that, despite improving the communication
performance by means of time slots reservation, the blocking scheme employed by both
schemes upon transmissions in the neighboring stations of an RT path is very restrictive, and
impact on concurrent RT streams transmission. This way, we have proved that the slowdown
contention mode is an efficient solution to deal with uncontrolled non-RT traffic sources,
without disturbing the RT communication.
Thus, we conclude that resource reservations help to maintain the required upper bounds
for delay, jitter, and ratios of frame losses and deadlinemisses for RT traffic. Moreover, resource
reservation schemes are able to mitigate the unpredictable channel access delays, to reduce
the collision probability, and also to provide fairness in channel usage. Therefore, we stated
that the support of RT communication in 802.11s WMNs is possible using resource reservation
schemes, such as the proposed MRR scheme.
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6.2 Future directions for research work
Within the context of this thesis work, it is of our belief that there are many future research
directions to achieve real-time communication support in wireless mesh networks. In the
following paragraphs we describe two possible research directions that might be explored.
A performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11aa and 802.11ae schemes applied to the context
of WMNs seems to be an interesting approach to improve the RT communication, and
also to mitigate some of the current MAC mechanisms impairments. The 802.11aa scheme
was proposed to improve the QoS provisioning for robust audio–video streaming, while the
802.11ae was proposed to provide specific service differentiation for control frames.
As another potential research direction, we suggest an approach which may combine
multiple QoS provisioning techniques targeting the support of time-constrained traffic in
WMNs. Since a unique QoS solution, by itself, is not able to fully satisfy all the QoS
requirements of RT traffic, and also to mitigate its current impairments, a combination of
multiple QoS solutions coupledwith each other bymeans of an architecture seems a promising
approach. In this sense, Figure 6.1 presents the logical blocks of the potential architecture.
Admission 
control
Resource 
reservation
Congestion 
control
Rate 
adaptation
If admitted
Real-time data
transmission
Transmission
request
If not 
admitted
QoS 
degradation?
Discard
Control phase
Admission phase
Figure 6.1 Potential architecture with robust QoS solutions for real-time communication
support.
Basically, the architecture may be comprised of two distinct phases: one for traffic
admission and other for traffic control. In the admission phase, the admission control
and resource reservation schemes are responsible to control the traffic admission under
specific requirements, and to reserve resources according to their availability in the
network. Meanwhile, the control phase may only takes place when real-time communication
experiences some degradation of QoS metrics. This way, rate adaptation and congestion
control schemes may be applied in order to mitigate this metrics degradation.
.Endnotes
a Adapted from Figure 1 at [5].
b Adapted from Slide 57 at <http://www.ieee802.org/802_tutorials/06-November/802.11s_
Tutorial_r5.pdf>.
c Adapted from Figure 2 at [5].
d Adapted from Figure 9-1 at [11].
e Adapted from Figure 9-4 at [11].
f Adapted from Figure 9-19 at [11].
g Adapted from Figure 9-3 at [11].
h Adapted from Figure 9-24 at [11].
i Adapted from Figure 3 at [44].
j The initial draft version of IEEE 802.11s specified the MCCA as mesh deterministic access (MDA). However, this
nomenclature was deprecated in the final amendment to the standard. The proposal by Ali et al. [85] was based
on that deprecated nomenclature, but for simplicity, we used the new nomenclature instead of that used by the
authors.
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